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Abstract
THE RENEWAL EFFECT
UPON THE CONGREGATION BY SMALL GROUPS
USING AN ADAPTATION OF 30HN WESLEY'S BAND MODEL
Forbis Lee Kivett
The focus of this dissertation is upon the cause-and-effect relationship
which has been said to exist between small groups experiencing spiritual
renewal and the onset of renewal in the larger congregation. In view of the
fact that the need for renewal is sensed periodically in the lives of individ
uals and churches, a greater understanding of the effectiveness of small
groups as a catalyst for renewal is desirable.
In Chapter One the need for renewal is defined and then illustrated by
exploring the spiritual dynamics of one particular congregation. A review of
previous research reveals an absence of any known empirical studies using
John Wesley's band model. Thus, a plan is presented whereby a contribution
may be made to both the spiritual renewal of the one congregation and the
field of knowledge concerning church renewal. It is hypothesized that a sig
nificant change toward renewal will be experienced by those in small groups
engaged in a program of spiritual formation and in the rest of the congrega
tion with whom the small group participants associate in the natural flow of
activities and events of congregational life.
In Chapter Two the life and times of John Wesley, his theology of
spiritual formation, and his strategy of using small groups for church renewal
are explored. A descriptive analysis of Wesley's network of graded nurture
groups is presented. A detailed examination of Wesley's band model reveals
its appeal, activities, and effectiveness.
In Chapter Three the spiritual formation program is described and
appropriately named "Walking With Wesley in Spiritual Formation." A
Christian life questionnaire is constructed by including in a list of statements
those characteristics which numerous authorities have named as appropriate
indicators of renewal. The questionnaire served as the data-gathering instru
ment for the project, being administered before and after the ten-month
program.
In Chapter Four the data gathered by the questionnaire are analyzed
and interpreted. The renewal level of all groups is reported in three cate
gories: attitude, behavior, and the composite of both categories. The
statistics reveal that the Wesley Groups experienced a significant advance in
renewal. However, their renewal was not transferred to the rest of the
congregation in a significant way. Subjective observations by the pastor and
participants in the Wesley Groups confirm the increase of renewal among the
small groups and some instances of renewal among those not in the small
groups. The potential for renewal in the congregation is enhanced by the
presence of small groups for spiritual formation.
In Chapter Five the overall project is summarized. Specific recommend
ations are made concerning the extension of the duration of the renewal
program for small groups and the design of a more intentional sharing of
the renewal experience by the small groups with the rest of the congrega
tion. Ways in which the findings of this project may be applied in ministry
are described.
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
"Of all of the enemies of Christ, none is more damaging than a tired
old religion."' With this bold statement, Elton Trueblood rivets attention on
the necessity for renewal of the church in the second half of the twentieth
century. He is persuaded that for the church to survive as a redemptive
force in the world it must experience a significant renewal of commitment
to Christ and his declared mission for the church.
In the eighteenth century John Wesley gave himself to "restoring our
decaying Christianity to its primitive life and vigour, and the supporting of
2
our tottering and sinking Church." Although the Anglican Church had the
form of godliness, it did not have the power. The vitality with which to
inspire its members and to redeem the masses outside the church was lacking.
Throughout his lifetime, Wesley pursued his avowed purpose of restoring New
Testament Christianity to the Anglican Church.
The primitive life and vigor to which Wesley referred is recorded in
the New Testament.
Then they that gladly received his word were baptized: and
the same day there were added unto them about three thousand
souls.
And they continued stedfastly in the apostles' doctrine and
fellowship, and in breaking of bread, and in prayers.
Elton Trueblood, The Incendiary Fellowship (New York: Harper &
Row, 1967), 71-72.
2
John Emory, ed.. The Works of the Reverend John Wesley (New
York: J. Emory and B. Waugh, 1831), VII, 400. (Hereafter to be referred
to as Works.)
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2And fear came upon every soul: and many wonders and
signs were done by the apostles.
And all that believed were together, and had all things
common;
And sold their possessions and goods, and parted them to
all men, as every man had need.
And they, continuing daily with one accord in the temple,
and breaking bread from house to house, did eat their meat
with gladness and singleness of heart.
Praising God, and having favour with all the people.
And the Lord added to the church daily such as should be
saved" (or, as were being saved).^
This account identified four practices which were performed faithfully
by the early church: study of the scriptures and the accompanying preaching
of the apostles (Bible study), fellowship which was a total sharing of life
(group caring and conversation), breaking of bread (Communion), and prayer.
Flowing from these practices were the following experiences:
� A sense of reverential awe before God inspired by the signs
and wonders done by God through the apostles.
� A spontaneous mutual sharing of resources so that everyone's
needs were met.
� A love for one another and an atmosphere of goodwill toward
everyone.
� A unity of purpose, especially related to proclaiming the good
news of 3esus Christ.
� A desire to worship together frequently (daily).
� A ready and contagious expression of praise to God.
�A surge of new life as new converts were added to their
company daily.
Many observers would agree that the practices and experiences of the New
Acts 2:41-47. (All biblical references are from the King 3ames Version
unless otherwise noted.)
3Testament Church would be the cure for "a tired old religion" in any age.
Renewal of spiritual vitality probably is a by-product, much like
happiness, and is not achieved by direct search. Man may be able to
cultivate and nourish it, as a gardener would do with his plants, but he
cannot create spiritual life. That life comes only from God.
However, spiritual renewal has occurred over and over throughout
church history whenever persons have participated in the "conditions of
If.
Its emergence" such as repentance, close attention to the Bible, Christian
reading and dialogue, and commitment to personal discipline. The key to
spiritual renewal for individuals and congregations today may lie in this
combination of its by-product nature and the conditions of its emergence.
The Problem
The need for renewal is found at some point in the life of almost every
church. This section describes the need for renewal in one local congrega
tion and the method by which this need was addressed.
Introduction to the Problem
Lyie Schaller is one of the foremost parish consultants in the 1980's.
Reflecting on his experience as seminar leader with the Yokefellow Institute
and interaction with many congregations, pastors, and denominational leaders,
he observed:
On any given day thousands of ministers and hundreds of
thousands of the laity experience varying degrees of frustration
because the congregation of which they are members does not
Trueblood, 55.
It
display the vitality, the sense of mission, the joy, the concern
for persons outside the membership, the enthusiasm, and the
vigor that is presumed to be a part of the ongoing life of a
called-out community of the followers of 3esus Christ. They
feel the passivity of that congregation has deafened the members
to the call of the Lord.5
There was a similar frustration with the lack of vitality present in the
Liberty Wesleyan Church, Summerfield, North Carolina. Several persons in
this congregation lamented what seemed to them to be a decline in "spiritual"
quality within the worship services in comparison with the time when the
first-generation members were present in the services. These early members
were remembered as being deeply religious; their very presence had given
spiritual energy to the atmosphere of any service. They had displayed love
and concern for others; they often had talked to people about matters of
the soul. The second- and third-generation members were perceived by some
persons as being less spiritually vital. Some of the observers declared their
desire to grow spiritually; they wanted to be part of the spiritual renewal
of their church. This desire on the part of the members and pastor of
Liberty Wesleyan Church provided the impetus to offer a planned opportunity
in the interest of church renewal.
Many who write about church renewal maintain that there is a
cause-and-effect relationship between the activity of small groups for
spiritual renewal in the local congregation and renewed life within the
total congregation.
Steve Harper has stated in Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition,
"We must bring the vitality of the group into the mainstream of institutional
Lyle Schaller, Activating the Passive Church; Diagnosis and
Treatment (Nashville: Abingdon, 1981), 64-65.
5life. In tiiis way, the energy of the group can find larger expression in the
church, and the larger church will be enriched and renewed by the spiritual
life coming to it from the group."^
Howard A. Snyder summarized in his book. The Radical Wesley &
Patterns for Church Renewal, "The whole tenor of this book suggests the
need for some sort of committed small group structures for the vitality
and renewal of the larger church."^
Speaking about the causes of the lack of vitality in the church, Lyle
Schaller said:
An excessive degree of passivity tends to be found in those
congregations in which (a) there is a lack of a consistent and
continuing emphasis on opportunities for personal and spiritual
growth for adults, and (b) there is a comparatively low level
of competence in the members, and especially the leaders, in
articulating their faith (this characteristic often is reinforced
by the lack of any programmatic emphasis to help people
develop this ability).^
These three authors have maintained that small groups for spiritual
renewal can have a positive effect upon the whole church. They have
pointed out also that a negative effect will occur in a church if such
opportunities for personal and spiritual growth and for training in expressing
one's faith are absent.
In view of the ongoing need of training for spiritual leadership in
every church, of the widespread agreement with Schaller's assessment of
frustrated church members, of the assertions by these authors concerning
^
Steve Harper, Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition (Nashville:
The Upper Room, 1983), 63.
^
Howard A. Snyder, The Radical Wesley & Patterns for Church
Renewal (Downers Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980), 162.
^
Ibid., 59.
6the part small groups can play in spiritual renewal, and of the desire for
spiritual renewal within the Liberty Wesleyan Church, this project-
dissertation was designed. This local church and many others may benefit
by information concerning the link between the activity of small groups
for renewal and renewed spiritual vitality in the congregation.
Statement of the Problem
The claim can be made that small groups which provide for personal
and spiritual growth and for the development of competence in articulating
one's faith can be at least one tool which will have a renewal effect upon
the congregation.
This project evaluated the effect of renewal that small groups have
upon the congregation over a ten-month period. 3ohn Wesley's band"
model with some adaptation was used for the small groups. Spiritual
renewal was measured using a questionnaire which included appropriate
indicators of spiritual renewal.
Research on the problem was approached through three hypotheses.
"An hypothesis is a logical supposition, a reasonable guess, an educated
conjecture, which may give direction to thinking with respect to the
9
problem and, thus, aid in solving it." An hypothesis, since it is an
educated guess, suspends any claim to validity until it has been supported
by the facts and their interpretation.
Thus defined, the hypotheses of this project were as follows:
Based on the pre/post questionnaire responses.
Paul D. Leedy, Practical Research: Planning and Design, 2nd ed.
(New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1980), 6.
71. There will be a significant difference in attitude and
behavior among the participants of the small groups after
the ten-month period. (These small groups were known as
Wesley Groups.)
2. There will be a significant difference in attitude and
behavior among those not in the small groups after the
ten-month period. (This group was known as the at-large
Sroup.)
3. There will be a significant difference in attitude and
behavior among the combined participants of the Wesley
Groups and the at-large group after the ten-month period.
(This was not a third group of people but rather was created
by combining the scores of the previous two groups. The
strengths and weaknesses of both groups were combined to
produce a statistical picture concerning renewal of the total
congregation. This was known as the whole congregation.)
Significance of the Study
The literature on passivity versus renewal often suggests or assumes a
direct cause-and-effect relationship between the presence of spiritual renewal
groups and the spiritual vitality of the whole congregation. This project
evaluates this supposed cause-and-effect relationship. The information may
increase the understanding of this important relationship.
Little research has been done in church renewal using John Wesley's
band model. Wesley designed this model to promote spiritual development
8related to the Christian's affections and attitudes.' � It is of substantial
interest to investigate the activities and progress of persons using this group
model toward the goal of spiritual renewal. Since there is widespread
opinion today that local churches need ways to foster renewal, the informa
tion gained by this study concerning the use of the band model in a renewal
program may assist both clergy and laity in their pursuit of renewal in the
local church.
Literature Review
The literature related to the two topics of church renewal and John
Wesley's ministry is extensive. Interest in church renewal has increased in
the last half of the twentieth century and this trend has given birth to
much writing on the subject. In many of these publications reference is
made to the impact John Wesley has had in the promotion of spiritual
renewal. Add to this a re-discovery of Wesley in the areas of the sources
of his spiritual and theological formation, his ministry of spiritual direction
through the medium of letter writing, and his insightful approach in the
spiritual formation and training of church leaders. In light of the tremen
dous volume of resources and the narrow focus of this project, the
literature review has been representative rather than exhaustive.
The literature review is organized topically as follows: the problem,
the solution, previous research, and research design. The review follows
the sequence of the development of the perspective for this project. The
entries are annotated to describe their importance to the subject area and
�
Works, V, 182-183.
9their place in relation to this project.
The Need for Spiritual Renewal
Initially, interest was drawn to the need for renewal in the church by
two books. Carl S. Dudley explored the popular theme of effectiveness in
the work of the church in Making the Small Church Effective. He main
tained that a church must be healthy before it can become effective.
Healthiness is related to the personal feelings, values, beliefs, and personal
choices of the people in the church. Healthiness grows out of a clear
identity with a God who touches them with love and enables them to love
others within the church and beyond.
Lyle Schaller's book. Activating the Passive Church, offers the diagnosis
and treatment of churches afflicted with complacency, lethargy, and passivity.
It submits that the two leading cures for passivity are personal religious
experience and an intervention by the Holy Spirit. These two books gave
rise and focus to this project-dissertation.
The following resources further supported the need for renewal and
suggested a plan to bring about renewal in the church. In his book.
Dry Bones Can Live Again, Robert E. Coleman described the deepening crisis
in the church as complacency threatens to become the norm. The best
approach toward solving this crisis is through small group discipline�the
strategy of fellowship, prayer, and Bible study. He believes that this nucleus
of inspired and informed people will transform the entire church.
Howard A. Snyder stated in The Problem of Wineskins that fewer
people are interested in the church today and that the church is suffering
from a fellowship (Koinonia) crisis. The church must provide structures that
10
will facilitate renewed fellowship. He maintains that the small group struc
ture best accomplishes this goal. John Wesley's use of such groups is
presented as an example of this structure.
In his article entitled, "Renewal that Lasts," which appeared in
Leadership, Summer, 1984, Snyder outlined five dimensions of renewal which
must be engaged if renewal is to be ongoing. He focused on the need for
every Christian to be a part of a small group in which he can grow in
openness to others and to the work of the Holy Spirit. He charged pastors
to make the forming and nurturing of such groups a high priority.
These sources demonstrated the need for renewal in the church and
suggested that the key structure for encouraging renewal was a small group
ministry.
The Way to Spiritual Renewal
The pursuit of this project led to the discovery of materials which
focused on John Wesley and his use of small groups for spiritual formation.
William Law's book, A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life, was
one of John Wesley's favorite devotional books. It describes the necessity
of "intentionality" in the quest for spiritual growth. This principle was
embraced by Wesley and can be seen in his approach to spiritual formation.
The Preface by John W. Meister was particularly helpful to the focus of
this project. Meister described the spiritual transformation of his church
through the activity of a small group of men who met weekly for silence,
prayer, and serious discussion of Law's book.
In his book, Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition, Steve Harper
described the devotional life of Wesley and presented a detailed explanation
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of Wesley's teaching on the "means of grace." One of these means of grace
was Christian conference or spiritual nurture groups. The key elements
present in these groups were nurture, study, encouragement, stewardship,
witness, and service. Wesley believed all these are important ingredients
in the life of a growing Christian and that they could be mediated best
through the small group experience.
The Works of John Wesley includes his journal, letters, and sermons.
Wesley described the beginnings of the society, class, and band groups in
a letter to Reverend Mr. Perronet entitled, "A Plain Account of the People
Called Methodists." He discussed these groups in terms of who attended
(composition), what took place (content), and benefits derived (contributions).
Obviously, this was the major primary source for this project-dissertation.
The following four books added helpful information on Wesley's theology
of grace which inspired and undergirded his approach to spiritual growth:
John Wesley's Message for Today, by Steve Harper; Practical Divinity;
Theology in the Wesleyan Tradition, by Thomas A. Langford; Theology in
the Wesleyan Spirit, by Albert C. Outler; and John Wesley's Theology Today,
by Colin W. Williams.
In his book The Radical Wesley and Patterns for Church Renewal,
Howard A. Snyder outlined the historical development of the "band" group
model. This was the first group model used by Wesley and it is said to
have remained his favorite. This information assisted in the selection of
the band model for use with the small groups in the Liberty Wesleyan
Church.
John W. Drakeford included a chapter on Wesley's groups in his book,
People to People Therapy. He approached them as a psychologist and
12
described each group as meeting specific personal and psychological needs.
Since the band group model operates on the principle of open sharing of
attitudes, moods, and affections of the heart related to the Christian life,
a psychological discussion of the dynamics of the band meeting was instru
mental in the design of the small group materials for Liberty Wesleyan
Church.
Previous Research
The Comprehensive Dissertation Index, including the available abstracts,
for years 1861-1985 reveals only twelve entries relating specifically to 3ohn
Wesley's use of small groups. Passing reference only has been given to the
band model. No project-dissertation has been completed using this model
for spiritual renewal. No study could be found that tested the cause-and-
effect relationship claimed by numerous writers to exist between small groups
and the church relative to spiritual renewal.
A Doctor of Ministry dissertation by Richard Eugene Lyddon, Jr.,
"The Relevance for the Contemporary Church of the Eighteenth Century
British Methodist Class Meeting,"' ' explores Wesley's class model and how
it may be used today to promote the dual objectives of personal spirituality
and social welfare. No project using the class model in a church was con
ducted to test this thesis; the dissertation relied on documentary research
altogether.
A Ph. D. dissertation by David Lowes Watson, "The Origins and Signifi-
1 2
cance of the Early Methodist Class Meeting," presents the historical
School of Theology at Claremont, 1978.
Duke University, 1978.
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development of Wesley's society-class-band system in light of Wesley's
theology. Watson's more recent book, Accountable Discipleship, presents
much the same material and provides a complete explanation of covenant
discipleship groups as a model for use in the church today. Watson main
tained that the leadership fostered by these groups will be the spiritual
muscle of the church. This assertion is the point at issue in this project-
dissertation.
A Ph. D. dissertation by David Michael Henderson, "John Wesley's
1 3
Instructional Groups," analyzes Wesley's groups from the standpoint of
the instructional aims of each group. This helped to put the band model
in perspective in the continuum of instructional groups.
In Spiritual Renewal of the American Parish, author Earnest Larsen
presents a model for parish renewal. He explains the interrelatedness of
"inner" spiritual renewal and "outer" programmatic renewal. He points out
the necessity of programs aimed at building the spirituality of leaders in
the church. This is a key element in the plan to bring renewal to the
parish. This aspect is of strategic interest to this project-dissertation.
His list of vital signs of parish renewal was instructive for the development
of the questionnaire.
Design of Research Questionnaire
The questionnaire method of measuring levels of spiritual renewal was
adopted early in the project. The primary task was to include in the
questionnaire those elements which were considered by authorities on renewal
Indiana University, 1980.
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to be appropriate. The following books by recognized leaders within several
denominations in the field of church renewal provided information toward
the development of the questionnaire: The Measure of a Church, by Gene A.
Getz; Turning to Christ, by Urban T. Holmes; Dynamics of Spiritual Life and
Renewal as a Way of Life, by Richard F. Lovelace; New Life in the Church,
by Robert A. Raines; The Company of the Committed and The Incendiary
Fellowship, by Elton Trueblood.
C. Gratton Kemp, in Small Groups and Self-Renewal, presented an over
view of several kinds of small groups and described the group process. He
included a variety of self-evaluation questionnaires designed to reflect
personal development as the result of participating in a small group. These
sample questionnaires provided an orientation for the design of a question
naire related to the renewal groups in this project.
"Can Spirituality Be Engineered?" is the title of a forum reported in
Leadership, Spring, 1986. Four pastors who had conducted renewal programs
in their congregations recently reported insights gained from these ventures.
Several characteristics of spiritual renewal were cited as outgrowths of these
programs. This timely article underscored the contemporary relevance of
this project-dissertation.
Theoretical Framework
The contextual project was conducted within the following theoretical
framework. These basic assumptions and definition of terms provide the
opportunity for researcher and reader alike to view the project from the
same vantage point.
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Assumptions
"Assumptions are what the researcher takes for granted."''^ They
establish the obvious conditions upon which the research project is based.
For this reason, it is important for both researcher and reader to know
what the assumptions are. Assumptions are stated without substantiating
data because they "can neither be verified nor denied."'^
This project-dissertation made the following assumptions:
First, church people will respond to opportunities for spiritual renewal by
participating in the groups and by participating in the questionnaire process.
Second, the use of a questionnaire is an acceptable methodology for
collecting data for the purposes of this project.
Third, the similarity of congregational life from year to year is such
that the spiritual renewal influences, other than the activity of the small
groups for spiritual formation, will be considered a constant.
Definition of Terms
The terms defined in this section were used with these meanings in this
project-dissertation. The first three terms were critically important to the
experimental focus of the project�renewal, passivity, and indicator. The other
three reflect the nature of the activity of the small groups�band, spiritual
formation, and Walking With Wesley Groups.
Renewal: "The state of being renewed"'^ by virtue of being quickened,
Leedy, 55.
' ^
John S. Savage, The Apathetic and Bored Church Member: Psychologi
cal and Theological Implications (Pittsford, New York; Lead Consultants, Inc.,
1976), 7.
' ^
"Renewal," The Living Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary of the English
Language.
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revived, and replenished so as to produce fresh growth and vigor. With re
spect to a congregation, it is the condition marked by an increase of vitality
and effectiveness in one's personal devotion to God, an increase in fellowship
with other Christians, and an increase in the sense of mission toward non-
Christians. Believers rise from lethargy and complacency to a greater level
of awareness of and commitment to life in Christ.
This new level of spiritual vitality is expressed in numerous ways which
may be prefaced with the word new: affection for the Lord, discoveries in
prayer and the Bible, bonds of fellowship within the body of Christ, awareness
of God's presence in one's life, readiness to praise God through testimony
and song, eagerness to contribute time-talent-money to the work of the Lord,
sense of urgency about the mission of the church regarding the Great Com
mission, and new interest in creative avenues of ministry. Newness charac
terizes one's total spirituality as the result of genuine renewal.'^
Passivity: The dictionary defines passivity as "being without response
to something normally expected to provoke expressions of emotion or feeling;
1 8
not active; inert." In the congregational setting, the people are not
sensitive and responsive to the religious and personal needs of others. There
is no vision of ministry beyond their own members. The church does not
expressly seek to foster personal spiritual growth. The psychological tone of
the congregation may be described as complacent, lethargic, tired, uninspired,
19
and resistant to change. The focus of ministry narrows.
' ^
These characteristics were collected from several sources which are
listed in the Appendices under the title, "Appropriate Renewal Indicators."
1 8
"Passive," The Living Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary of the English
Language.
Schaller, 40-70.
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Indicator; "A device which makes information available." In this pro
ject an indicator was a testing device which provided information about the
presence and strength of a specific attitude or behavior. One indicator con
sisted of a statement accompanied by a 5-point response scale. Data regard
ing the level of renewal being experienced by group members were gathered
by administering the questionnaire before and after the ten-month period.
Indicators are used in other fields of interest, for example, economics.
Michael B. Lehmann has stated;
Economists have never agreed on a single economic indicator to
predict the future. Some indicators are better than others, but
none is consistently accurate. ... To deal with this, economists
have devised a composite or combination of statistical series drawn
from a broad spectrum of economic activity, each of which tend
to move up or down ahead of the general trend of the business
cycle. These series are referred to as leading indicators because
of their predictive quality, and a dozen have been combined into
the composite index of 12 leading indicators.^^
Some of these well-known indicators are average workweek for produc
tion workers and manufacturing, average weekly initial claims of state unem
ployment insurance, new building permits for private housing units, new orders
for consumer goods and materials.
[The composite of the twelve leading indicators] provides a statistic
that is more reliable and less erratic than any of the individual
components. . . . [These help one] build an understanding of the
timing, direction, and strength of the business cycle.22
Thus, with regard to this project-dissertation, several indicators were
grouped together within two categories, attitude and behavior. This design
gave a more reliable measure of renewal than any single indicator could
20
"Indicator," The Living Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary.
2 1
Michael B. Lehmann, The Dow Jones-Irwin Guide to Using the Wall
Street Journal (Homewood, Illinois; Dow Jones-Irwin, 1987), 249.
Ibid., 250
18
have given.
Band; A small group designed by John Wesley in the eighteenth century
for Christian nurture. Participants were Christians of considerable spiritual
maturity who wanted "some means of closer union." Usually the number of
participants in a band ranged from five to eight. Each band consisted of
persons of the same sex and marital status. They were regulated by operating
guidelines and these were agreed to before a person was admitted into the
group. Members sought to grow in love for Christ and one another, in holi-
23
ness of heart, and in purity of intention.
Spiritual Formation; The late Reverend Dr. Frank B. Stanger defined
spiritual formation as "growth in spirituality according to the image of Christ.
It is the journey of the total person toward wholeness."^'^ He gave four
viewpoints of spiritual formation;
1. Scripturally, it is growth in grace and in the knowledge of
our Lord Jesus Christ.
2. Theologically, it is the process by which the image of Christ
is formed in us.
3. Psychologically, it is the pursuit of maturity.
25
4. Professionally, it is developmental.
Those involved in the small groups in this project sought to develop
Christlikeness in their attitudes and behavior.
Walking With Wesley in Spiritual Formation Groups; This was the
^�^
Works, V, 182-183.
24
Frank B. Stanger, "Spiritual Formation in the Local Church" (Asbury
Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky), 16 January, 1986. (Lecture)
Ibid.
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official name of tiie band-type groups instituted in the Liberty Wesleyan
Church for this project. This name originated with the present writer. Its
intention was to represent the nature of these groups and to have a positive
appeal to the congregation.
Methodology
An overview of the research plan used in the contextual project is
presented here. A more detailed description is presented in Chapter Three.
In addition to the overview, the length of the project and its scope and
limitations are described.
Nature of the Project
The nature of this project-dissertation involved both documentary and
experimental research. The documentary research included both primary and
secondary sources related to John Wesley's theology of grace and his system
of interlocking groups for spiritual formation. Church renewal sources were
consulted to provide adequate understanding of renewal and to determine
appropriate indicators of spiritual renewal. Small-group psychology sources
were consulted for an understanding of the dynamics of the small group
meeting. This understanding assisted in the preparation of the materials for
the group meetings and of the design of the questionnaire.
The experimental research included the following plan:
1. Five small groups participated in a process of spiritual
formation using John Wesley's "band" model adapted for this
project. These groups met twice each month for approxi
mately ninety minutes during a ten-month period. Content
20
materials were prepared by this writer for use by the five
groups. The rest of the congregation was not involved in the
small group process. The contact of the participants in the
small groups with those in the rest of the congregation
occurred naturally as all went about the regular activities
of church life.
2. A questionnaire containing spiritual renewal indicators was
administered to the small group participants and the rest
of the congregation before and after the ten-month period.
The response scores of the small groups recorded before and
after the ten-month period were compared. A similar
comparison was made with the before and after scores of
the rest of the congregation.
3. Conclusions were made on the basis of changes in response
scores. Any improved scores were viewed as a possible
indication of the presence of spiritual renewal. Any improved
scores of both the small groups and the rest of the congrega
tion were viewed as possible support for the supposed cause-
and-effect relationship being tested.
Length of the Project
The idea for this project began to take shape in the spring of 1985.
Information was gathered concerning John Wesley's band model. A review
of previous research was conducted. Several authorities were consulted in
the process of developing the questionnaire. The plan for the experiment
was approved in August, 1986.
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The experimental phase of the project began in August, 1986, and ended
in July, 1987. The small groups for spiritual renewal met twice each month
during the period of September, 1986, through June, 1987.
Scope and Limitations
The project was limited to one congregation: Liberty Wesleyan Church,
Summerfield, North Carolina. This was a church of approximately one hundred
families. Any conclusions made must be understood in view of this limited
setting.
The time established for this project was ten months during which the
small groups met. This time period was selected because it met the basic
time requirement of the Doctor of Ministry program and because it coincided
conveniently with the public school year during which time the greatest num
ber of parishioners faithfully attend church activities.
The indicators used in the questionnaire were selective rather than com
prehensive with regard to the total field of renewal. In keeping with the
expressed needs of the participating congregation, the indicators related
primarily to a Christian's devotional attitude and behavior and to a congre
gation's relational and worship tone. The findings and generalizations were
confined to these indicators. Also, the results of this project were limited
to how attitudes and behavior were perceived by the subjects and to their
willingness to express these perceptions.
No formal attempt was made to control extraneous factors that could
exert a spiritual renewal influence upon the subjects. A log was kept of
unusual or eventful occurrences within the congregation such as death of a
member, revival services, conversions, evident victories, and miraculous
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answers to prayer. Any conclusions related to the cause-and-effect
relationship would need to take these extraneous factors into consideration.
Documentary research was restricted to sufficient representative
materials to construct the questionnaire, to develop informational resources
concerning John Wesley's band model, and to provide for an adequate
analysis of the cause-and-effect relationship.
Additional research will need to be done in order to expand under
standing both within the narrow focus of this project and in those issues
which relate to it in the broad field of spiritual renewal.
CHAPTER TWO
3ohn Wesley's Spiritual Formation Groups
Documentary research for this project explored the historical, theo
logical, and practical influences which contributed to the development of
John Wesley's spiritual formation groups. Special attention was given to
the band group because it served as the model for use in the contextual
project. This chapter flows naturally from its title: John Wesley's (history).
Spiritual Formation (theology), Groups (taxonomy).
History
It has been estimated that "over 200 biographies or biographical studies
on Wesley have come from the presses."' Realizing the existence of such a
wealth of information about the life and times of Wesley, this chapter seeks
to follow a narrow path within the life of this intriguing and influential
Christian leader. This brief look at his family and the social and religious
context prevailing during the early years of Wesley's life provides a "feel"
2
for the mission to which he gave his lifelong energies.
Family
John Wesley was born on June 17, 1703, in Epworth, England. He was
the fifteenth of nineteen children born to Samuel and Susanna Wesley.
Howard A. Snyder, The Radical Wesley & Patterns for Church
Renewal (Downers Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980), 4.
2
An expanded review of the early years of Wesley is provided in the
Appendices: Wesley Groups, meetings 2-6.
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Both of Wesley's grandfathers were talented ministers in the Non-Conformist
movement. However, Wesley's parents had chosen the church of the estab
lishment, the Anglican Church. They made that choice primarily because
they could not agree with the Calvinistic teaching of predestination which
prevailed in the Dissenting Church. John Wesley no doubt was influenced
by his parents' attitude toward Calvinism as reflected in his view that it
3
was "paralyzing to moral effort."
The Anglican Church was home for Wesley. He remained throughout
life an ordained minister within it and steadfastly resisted the separation
of the Methodist Movement from its fold. Only after his death did the
separation occur. His goal was to bring spiritual renewal to his beloved
Church.
Wesley died on March 2, 1791, in London, "having done a work which
had largely revolutionized the religious condition of the English lower and
middle classes."
Society
Eighteenth-century society was in a state of upheaval. The agrarian
society was being rushed into the industrial age. Men, women, and children
were swept from the countryside into the cities to work in the factories
or into small communities surrounding the mines in which they labored.
Working conditions were hazardous, exhausting, and often cruel. Over
crowding caused living conditions to range from meager to pitiful.
^
Williston Walter, A History of the Christian Church (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1959), 461.
Ibid., 463.
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"Illiteracy was wide-spread, law savage in its enforcement, jails sinks of
disease and iniquity."'^ "Every sixth house in London was a saloon, and
drunkenness became so universal throughout the whole land that the very
nature of the people was changed. ... At no period in all the history of
the English people had morals sunk to such a low ebb."^
The winds of change were blowing within the philosophical and
scientific segments of British life also.
The most potent instruments in effecting this change of
atmosphere were the rise of modern science and philosophy,
with the immense consequent transformations in outlook upon
the universe and upon man's position in it, and the subsequent
development of the historic method of examining and inter
preting thought and institutions.^
Man now was the measure of knowledge and he ordered the universe
and daily life based upon his accumulated experience. John Locke was one
of the most influential English philosophers. He addressed the question
"how do men know?" when he wrote Essay Concerning Human Understanding
in 1690. He maintained that "all that claims to be knowledge is justly
subject to criticism as to its reasonableness judged by reason based on
g
experience." Locke had little patience with mystery in religion, believing
that it was enough to acknowledge Jesus as the Messiah and to practice
9
the moral virtues he taught.
^
Ibid., 454.
^
William W. Sweet, Methodism in American History (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1961), 36.
^
Walker, 426.
^
Ibid., 428.
^
Ibid., 429.
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Church
The ascendancy of reason infiltrated the world of religion. In the
eighteenth-century Anglican Church, the influence of religious rationalism
was pervasive. It was known as Christian Deism and it taught that God
had established certain religious principles or rules of morality by which
man is to live. Furthermore, God had removed himself from the day-to-day
activities of man, leaving the world to operate according to natural law
and man under the obligation of ethical conduct. The reliability of
knowledge based upon supernatural revelation was denied. As an outgrowth
of the influence of Deism, the typical sermon in the Church of England
was a "colorless essay on moral virtues.""^
The clergy of the Anglican Church were generally "at ease in Zion"
and preoccupied entertaining themselves.
For example, the dean of one of the largest cathedrals
in Bristol, Reverend Samuel Creswicke, was an avid sportsman
who had little time for religious duties, farming them out to
his assistants while he gave his attention primarily to cock-
fighting. He had constructed a cock-pit beneath the dining
room window of his rectory so that he and his guests could
watch the cock-fights as they dined. 1'
Into this arena of skepticism, rationalism, and religion with form but
without power came John Wesley. Rather than perceive England as a
hopeless cause, Wesley capitalized on the situation. The following report
provides a sample of his optimism.
We came to Newcastle about six; and, after a short
refreshment, walked into the town. I was surprised: so
Ibid., 454.
'' David Michael Henderson, "John Wesley's Instructional Groups"
(Ph. D. dissertation at Indiana University, 1980), 83, citing John Charles
Pollock, George Whitefield and the Great Awakening (Garden City,
New Jersey: Doubleday, 1972), 40.
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much drunkenness, cursing, and swearing, (even from the
mouths of little children) do I never remember to have
seen and heard before, in so small a compass of time.
Surely this place is ripe for Him who "came not to call
the righteous, but sinners to repentance." ' 2 (Emphasis
added)
Wesley's optimism was well-founded. It was not a mere "whistling
in the dark" because undergirding that optimism was real substance, a
dynamic theology of spiritual formation.
Theology
Much of Wesley's theology was developed in his sermons, many of
which were made available in printed form. These sermons have been
read by thousands of the clergy and laity, analyzed by numerous theologians,
and explained by a host of authors. The discussion in this section will be
limited to issues related to his theology of spiritual formation.
What is meant by the term "spiritual formation?" This question may
be answered in a variety of ways, depending upon one's perspective. It is
answered here with definitions from contemporary sources, Wesley, and
Scripture.
Spiritual formation is "growth in spirituality according to the image
1 3
of Christ. It is the journey of the total person toward wholeness."
14
It is the "process of being conformed to the image of Christ." It
resonates in "every action taken, every response made, every dynamic of
Works, III, 253. (Journal, May 28, 1742)
Frank B. Stanger, "Spiritual Formation in the Local Church"
(Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky), 16 January, 1986. (Lecture)
' ^
M. Robert Mulholland, Jr., The Power of Scripture in Spiritual
Formation (Nashville: The Upper Room, 1985), 27.
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relationship, every thought held, every emotion allowed."
Wesley described spiritual formation as change in a person because of
Christ, through Christ, and into the image of Christ. This change involves
the new birth; that total change, from the image of the
earthly Adam into the image of the heavenly; from an
earthly, sensual, devilish mind, into the mind that was in
Christ. . . . the whole mind that was in Christ, enabling
you to walk as Christ walked.
Scripturally, spiritual formation includes King David's plea, "Wash me
throughly from mine iniquity, and cleanse me from my sin. . . . Create
in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me."''' It is
the positive response to these exhortations of the Apostle Paul: "Be not
conformed to this world: but be ye transformed by the renewing of your
mind, that ye may prove what is that good, and acceptable, and perfect,
1 8
will of God;" "Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ
1 9
Jesus;" "Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling. For it
is God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his good
20
pleasure." Further, it is the developmental process described by the
Apostle Peter: "Giving all diligence, add to your faith virtue; and to
virtue knowledge; and to knowledge temperance; and to temperance
patience; and to patience godliness; and to godliness brotherly kindness;
21
and to brotherly kindness charity."
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Ibid., 28.
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Works, II, 484. (Sermon: "On Living Without God")
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Thus defined, what were some of the theological principles that
guided Wesley's ministry of spiritual formation?
Divine-Human Synergism
The salvation process in a person's life addresses the issues of God's
grace and man's depravity. "The term synergism means literally 'working
together' and is associated with the view that in the work of individual
22salvation both man and God cooperate." Wesley maintained that salvation
is initiated by God and cooperated with by man, and that this pattern is
intended by God to be continuous whereby outward righteousness and inward
holiness are effected. His teaching concerning synergy is represented in
these words:
If then you say, "We ascribe to God alone the whole
glory of our salvation;" I answer. So do we too. If you add,
"Nay, but we affirm, that God alone does the whole work,
without man's working at all;" in one sense, we allow this
also. We allow, it is the work of God alone to justify, to
sanctify, and to glorify; which three comprehend the whole
of salvation. Yet we cannot allow, that man can only resist,
and not in any wise "work together with God;" or that God
is so the whole worker of our salvation, as to exclude man's
working at all. This I dare not say; for I cannot prove it by
Scripture; nay, it is flatly contrary thereto; for the Scripture
is express, that (having received power from God) we are to
"work out our salvation;" and that (after the work of God is
begun in our souls) we are "workers together with him."^-^
Wesley agreed that initially man is "dead in trespasses and sins" but
maintained that God's prevenient grace arouses in man a sense of respon
sibility for his sins and contributes to man the response-ability to accept
72
Everett F- Harrison, ed.. Baker's Dictionary of Theology (Grand
Rapids, Michigan: Baker Book House, 1960), 510.
Works, VI, 42. (Treatise: "Predestination Calmly Considered")
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God's forgiveness. As theologian H. Orton Wiley has commented: "The
Spirit of God leads the sinner from one step to another, in proportion as
He finds response in the heart of the sinner and a disposition to obedi-
24
ence." And, Wesley would add, the beneficient effects of God's grace,
"if we yield to them, increase more and more."
Historically, Wesley followed 3ames Arminius (1560-1609) in a
mediating position between Pelagianism (c. A. D. 400) and Augustinian
predestinationism as systematized by John Calvin (1509-1564). Pelagianism
minimized man's depravity and the corresponding need for God's grace.
Calvinism maximized man's depravity to the extent that man was totally
incapable of cooperating with God and that man's salvation could be
accomplished only by God's decree. Wesley believed that both of these
views were out of harmony with both the Scriptures and the early church
f 26fathers.
Wesley's insistence upon Divine-human synergism in the salvation
process was the foundation upon which his theology of spiritual formation
was established and the fountain from which that theology flowed.
Progressive Perfection
Wesley taught that salvation is experienced through a gradual advance
from prevenient grace to glorification. However, the advance is not even
in progress. The advance is interrupted by instantaneous advances at the
24
H. Orton Wiley, Christian Theology (Kansas City: Beacon Hill
Press, 1958), II, 352.
Works, I, 385. (Sermon: "The Scripture Way of Salvation")
Wiley, II, 346-357.
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time of the new birth and entire sanctification experiences. These inter-
27ventions of God instantaneously raise man to a higher plane.
Wesley placed the advancing stages of salvation in the following order:
"repentance or conviction, justification (including the New Birth), sanctifi
cation (here in the sense of entire sanctification or Christian perfection),
28and glorification." The entire process is aimed at the perfection of man,
a "process of recovery, the object of which is to restore man to the image
of God."^^
This idea of perfection as a dynamic process was informed by the
30devotional writings of the Eastern Orthodox Church. Gregory of Nyssa
(c. 335-c. 395) was one of those writers. In his book. The Life of Moses,
Gregory presented a theology of the spiritual life in which he explained
how the stages of Moses' life represent a pattern of advancing Godward
which may be repeated in the lives of other Christians. Gregory taught
that "Conversion restores man's capacity to reflect the divine nature.
There is an incessant transformation into the likeness of God as man
stretches out with divine infinity; there is an ever-greater participation
31
in God."
Gregory maintained that this progress in God (i.e., stretching out
with divine infinity) is eternal. Perfection is not static but dynamic. It
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is a process, not a completed state. He explained.
It is therefore undoubtedly impossible to attain perfection,
since, as I have said, perfection is not marked off by limits:
The one limit of virtue is the absence of a limit. How then
would one arrive at the sought-for boundary when he can find
no boundary?
We should show great diligence not to fall away from the
perfection which is attainable but to acquire as much as is
possible: To that extent let us make progress within the realm
of what we seek. For the perfection of human nature consists
perhaps in its very growth in goodness.-''^
Wesley's theology reflected this teaching. He taught that a "real
change" takes place in man at the new birth and that this change issues
into the likeness of Christ as man cooperates with God's grace.
For him, certainly since his own discoveries of the early
fathers, "perfection" meant "perfecting" (teleiosis), with
further horizons of love and of participation in God always
opening up beyond any given level of spiritual progress.^?
Wesley described salvation as progress in perfection in his sermon,
"The Scripture Way of Salvation:"
From the time of our being born again the gradual work
of sanctification takes place. We are enabled, "by the Spirit,
to mortify the deeds of the body," of our evil nature; and as
we are more and more dead to sin, we are more and more
alive to God. We go from grace to grace, while we are
careful to "abstain from all appearance of evil," and are
"zealous of good works," as we have opportunity of doing
good to all men; while we walk in all his ordinances blameless,
therein worshipping him in spirit and in truth; while we take
up our cross, and deny ourselves every pleasure that does not
lead us to God.
It is thus that we wait for entire sanctification; for a full
salvation from all our sins,�from pride, self will, anger,
unbelief; or, as the apostle expresses it, "go on to perfection."
But what is perfection? The word has various senses: here
it means perfect love. It is love excluding sin; love filling
the heart, taking up the whole capacity of the soul. It is
Ibid., 31.
Outler, 73.
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love "rejoicing evermore, praying without ceasing, in every
thing giving thanks."^'''
Thus, Wesley founded the salvation process upon the cooperation of
God and man and set the goal of salvation as "going on to perfection."
A practical question arises at this point: "How may man be helped to
cooperate with God and keep on a true course toward perfection? The
answer for Wesley was "the means of grace."
Means of Grace
Wesley defined what he meant by "means of grace" in his sermon by
that title:
By means of grace I understand outward signs, words, or
actions, ordained of God, and appointed for this end, to be
the ordinary channels whereby he might convey to men, pre
venting, justifying, or sanctifying grace. 3-5
Wesley did not limit God's working to the means of grace and he
made it clear that the means were not an end in themselves. Further,
he instructed that the observance of the means of grace was not meri
torious for one's salvation; observance primarily was a way of positioning
oneself to receive God's grace.
Wesley divided the means of grace into two groups: "the instituted
means (those ordained by Christ), and the prudential means (those ordained
36
by the Church)." The instituted means were prayer, searching the
Scriptures, the Lord's Supper, fasting, and Christian conference or better
^
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Steve Harper, John Wesley's Message for Today (Grand Rapids,
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known today as Christian nurture groups. The prudential means were listed
as three headings with practical ways of implementing them listed under
each heading: doing no harm, doing good, and attending to all the ordi-
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nances of God related to private and public worship.
Wesley recognized that spiritual growth is not automatic or accidental;
it requires faithful attention. As one author explains:
The key to Christian growth is not feeling but faithfulness.
God has expressed his faithfulness by providing means of
grace. We express our faithfulness by taking advantage of
them. And in that God-human encounter, the connection
is made, grace flows into our lives, and we are led to
greater conformity to the image of Christ.-^^
Faithful attention to the means of grace is the practical way to
merge God's grace and man's need on a daily basis. Man's experience
with the Lord grows in depth and vitality as he follows the means of
grace; his experience falters if the means are ignored.
Wesley was convinced that fallen man, lifted by God's
grace, can remain in that grace only when he seeks to use
it in obedience to God's commandments. He was further
convinced that we can grow in grace only by constant
attendance upon the means of grace, and that the neglect
of these leads to that falling away which is the occasion
of sin. 39
In summary, Wesley's theology of spiritual formation contained at
least these three principles: Divine-human synergy as its foundation,
progressive perfection as its goal, and the means of grace as its practical
implementation.
An expanded treatment of the means of grace is provided in
the Appendices: Wesley Groups, meetings 8-14.
Harper, John Wesley's Message for Today, 85-86.
^'^ Colin W. Williams, John Wesley's Theology Today (Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1960), 130
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One of these means of grace was Christian conference or Christian
nurture groups. The focus of these groups was upon the supervision and
encouragement of the faithful implementation of the rest of the means of
grace. Nurture groups were so important to Wesley that he developed a
graded system of groups. The kind of importance which Wesley attached
to these groups can be seen in the following comments:
His system had little to do with publicity or public image but
everything to do with building the community of God's people.
From the beginning of Wesley's great ministry in 1738, the
secret of his radicality lay in his forming little bands of
God-seekers who joined together in an earnest quest to be
3esus' disciples.^*^
Groups
Wesley's goal of addressing the spiritual needs of the masses outside
the Anglican Church and of effecting the renewal of New Testament
Christianity within the Church called for innovative strategies. History
reveals that the two most effective strategies for Wesley were open air
or field preaching and Christian nurture in the setting of small groups.
Open air preaching made it possible for Wesley to take the message
of hope and life-changing power in Christ directly to the people. They
heard him gladly! The hundreds became thousands who responded and
sought salvation through Christ. Many from the ranks of the Anglican
Church attended these preaching services because they were drawn by
Wesley's message of vital Christianity.
Wesley recognized that this growing number of spiritually awakened
people needed regular fellowship and instruction. Therefore, he gathered
Snyder, 2.
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them for worship at times when services were not scheduled by the Angli
can Church and in meeting houses other than those specified by it. These
"congregation type" gatherings were known as "societies." While the
size of the society was appropriate for preaching and teaching, it was too
large for purposes of discussion and sharing of spiritual needs. Smaller
groups were needed. Wesley's response to that need is the subject of
this section.
Wesley's unique design of groups for spiritual formation has been a
valued legacy, one which the church is re-discovering as a priority for
ministry in this latter half of the twentieth century.
Wesley's Group Strategy
The first look at Wesley's groups will involve these groups as both a
priority strategy and an innovative strategy.
Groups as a Priority Strategy. "Why were nurture groups given such
a high priority by Wesley?" A variety of reasons supported his choice of
using nurture groups as a priority strategy in his ministry. Undoubtedly,
all of these reasons passed the tests which Wesley exacted of all matters
41
of the spiritual life, namely. Scripture, tradition, reason, and experience.
Wesley included Christian conference or nurture groups in the list of
five instituted means of grace. He did this because of its significance in
Scripture; specifically, 3esus called together the twelve disciples, the
koinonia of the New Testament church, and exhorted them to faithfully
Williams, 23-38. These four tests of authority and authenticity
are discussed at length.
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assemble together for worship. Wesley considered certain key elements
were needed in a believer's life�"Nurture, study, encouragement, stewardship,
witness, and service"�and that these could be mediated best through the
43
group experience. For Wesley, the Christian life could not be developed
without face-to-face interaction with other Christians.
In a letter to the Reverend Vincent Perronet, Wesley refers to the
precedent of the early church.
Upon reflection, I could not but observe, this is the very thing
which was from the beginning of Christianity. In the earliest
times, those whom God had sent forth "preached the gospel to
every creature." ... as soon as any of these were so convinced
of the truth, as to forsake sin and seek the gospel salvation, they
immediately joined them together, took an account of their names,
advised them to watch over each other, and met these. . . .
"catacumens" (as they were then called), apart from the great
congregation, that they might instruct, rebuke, exhort, and pray
with them, and for them, according to their inward necessities.'^'*
Indeed, the precedent of preparing inquirers for initiation by instructing them
had existed from apostolic days. Moreover, during the time of the early
church fathers (A.D. 200's), this process had been systematized.'^^ Wesley
was well aware of this precedent.
Experience convinced Wesley that preaching by itself was inadequate;
it needed a companion instrument which could extend its impact. That instru
ment for Wesley was nurture groups. He wrote:
For an expanded presentation about koinonia as a support for the
priority of nurture group ministry, consult: Robert Raines, New Life in the
Church (New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 78-86; and, Howard A. Snyder, The
Problem of Wineskins (Downers Grove, Illinois: Inter-Varsity Press, 1975), 89-99.
Steve Harper, Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition (Nashville:
The Upper Room, 1983), 54.
Works, V. 177-178. (Letter: "A Plain Account of the People Called
Methodist," dated 1748)
Walker, 85.
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That part of our economy, the private weekly meetings for
prayer, examination, and particular exhortation, has been the
greatest means of deepening and confirming every blessing that
was received by the word preached, and of diffusing it to others,
who could not attend the public ministry; whereas without this
religious connection and intercourse, the most ardent attempts
by mere preaching have proved of no lasting use.'*^
Wesley perceived nurture groups to be a conservation tool. In 1743, he
wrote, "I determine, by the grace of God, not to strike one stroke in any
place where I cannot follow the blow."'^^ Twenty years later he visited a
location where group meetings had been neglected. He reported:
I was more convinced than ever, that the preaching like an
apostle, without joining together those that are awakened, and
training them up in the ways of God, is only begetting children
for the murderer. How much preaching has there been for
these twenty years all over Pembrokeshire! But no regular
societies, no discipline, no order or connection; and the conse
quence is, that nine in ten of the once-awakened are now faster
asleep than ever.'*^
Wesley did not mount a formal crusade against the institutions of
oppression in English society. Rather, he sought to overcome evil with
good. He declared the benefits of God's grace to the poverty-striken
and vice-ridden masses and then invited them to receive those benefits
by faith in Christ. Immediately he organized those spiritually awakened
into groups whose primary goal was to fashion their behavior according to
the virtues of a Christian lifestyle. In this way he sought to transform
society from the bottom upward, one-by-one, group-by-group. As the leaders
of these groups taught sobriety, industry, cleanliness, and godliness, the
lower class became the middle class. Wesley's upward mobility of grace
Works, quoted by Henderson, 195-196.
Works, III, 282. (3ournal, March 13, 1743)
Works, VI, 156. (Journal, August 25, 1763)
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(reflected in his steps of salvation from prevenient grace to glorification),
and his upward mobility in group levels (ranging from the society to the
select band), also was effected in the English class system and in public
morality. The irresponsible and godless became the responsible and godly.
Wesley's strategy for effecting spiritual renewal in the Anglican
Church grew from a seed-thought planted by a book he read while at
Oxford. The book had been published first in 1680 and was entitled.
The Country Parson's Advice to His Parishioners. The following words
made a lasting impression upon Wesley:
If the good men of the Church will unite together in the
several parts of the kingdom, disposing themselves into friendly
societies, and engaging each other ... in all good Christian
ways, it will be the most effectual means for restoring our
decaying Christianity to its primitive life and vigor. 50
A later influence concerning the strategy for effecting renewal came
from the Moravians. In 1722 a Moravian settlement was established in
Germany on the estate of their leader, Count Zinzendorf. This settlement
became the model for later Moravian communities. They were motivated
to take the message of salvation by faith throughout the world.
Zinzendorf saw these new Moravian communities as a way
to extend dramatically the ecclesiolae in ecclesia or "little
churches within the church" approach to church renewal. The
Moravian Brethren would not be a new or separate church but
a dynamic missionary force throughout Christendom.51
Today it is widely accepted that Wesley profited by his associations
with the Moravian renewal movement. He undoubtedly viewed the
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Evangelistic Materials, 1958), 12.
Snyder, 24.
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Methodist societies as the little churches within the Church of England.
But also, like the Moravians, he sensed a mission to the whole world, a
world larger than the Anglican Church.
Wesley's willingness to allow non-Anglican Dissenters in the
Methodist societies and his openness to the Moravians and
other groups show that he saw Methodism as an evangeli
cal order, not within the Church of England only, but
within the universal church. The ecclesia was not just
Anglicanism; it was broader. And Methodism was out to
reform not just the church of England, but the Christian
church everywhere.52
Wesley's selection of nurture groups as a priority strategy for min
istry was motivated by at least these six reasons: authority of Scripture,
pattern of the early church, companion to preaching, conservation of
converts, reformation of society, and renewal of the church.
Now that the "why" has been stated, another question seems to be in
order: "How did Wesley use these groups?"
Groups as an Innovative Strategy. Wesley administered his nurture
groups through pragmatic innovation. His primary interest was whether
needs were being met and, if not, what could be done to meet those needs.
He used a variety of group designs until he finalized his well-known network
of groups in the early 1740's. He adapted group designs to fit the circum
stances.
It is true that the use of groups for spiritual growth, church renewal,
and charitable social service had been a part of the Christian heritage
even from the first century. Indeed, Wesley referred to the primitive church
as the authority and inspiration for his group strategy. The uniqueness of
Ibid., 129.
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Wesley was his ability to sift through a variety of group models, identify
those features which would serve his ministry goals and the needs of his
people, and blend those features into a network of groups, each group
distinct in purpose but all complementary in effect.
Wesley defended his innovative approach when some of his followers
objected to the changes he was making.
Some objected, "There were no such meetings when I came
into the society first: And why should there now? I do not
understand these things, and this changing one thing after
another continually." It was easily answered: It is pity but
they had been at first. But we knew not then either the need
or the benefit of them. Why we use them, you will readily
understand, if you read over the rules of the society. That
with regard to these little prudential helps we are continually
changing one thing after another, is not a weakness or fault,
as you imagine, but a peculiar advantage which we enjoy. By
this means we declare them all to be merely prudential, not
essential, not of divine institution. We prevent, so far as in
us lies, their growing formal or dead. We are always open to
instruction; willing to be wiser every day than we were before,
and to change whatever we can change for the better.
(Emphasis added)
His innovative approach has been summed up by these words:
He was able to satisfy himself that his innovations were
justified either as having early church precedent or as being
both of necessity, or both. His pragmatism was, he felt,
therefore both reasonable and scriptural. . . . His principles
were plain: change nothing that does not need changing; but
change anything that clogs the free flow of the gospel.-^'*
Wesley's excellence as an innovator has been recognized by many
informed people. Dr. 3ohn Drakeford, professor of psychology and counsel
ing at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas
gives this evaluation:
Works, V, 180.
Snyder, 121-122.
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Many of the basic books on group counseling look back
to 1905, when J. H. Pratt held classes for his tuberculosis
patients, as the starting point for group counseling. But an
unbiased observer must conclude that the Wesleyan Band was
in many ways a group therapy experience 150 years before the
modern practice commenced.55
Wesley's remarkable ability for pragmatic innovation may become
clearer as some specific instances are noted.
First, the basic conceptual innovation was developed during the early
years of his life within the nurturing atmosphere of his home. Here his
role was one of receiving a ministry of the "care and cure of souls" from
his parents. Samuel and Susanna Wesley gave themselves to encouraging
personal spiritual growth in the lives of their children and the lives of
those in the church. Primarily, Samuel preached and counseled it in the
parish and Susanna implemented it in their home.
Susanna devoted one hour each week to each child to discuss spiritual
matters. These sessions were not cold and formal but rather were warm
and intimate. John's turn came on Thursdays. He looked forward to this
close and personal review of his spiritual progress. The lasting impact of
these sessions was revealed by his fond recollections.
Years later, while he was a student at Oxford, he fondly
recalled these intimate times of spiritual conversation which he
had shared with his mother. In fact, he was able to remember
many of those talks well enough to quote the major topics.56
This experience of individual, intimate discussion of his spiritual
progress within a nurturing atmosphere on a weekly basis was so beneficial
John W. Drakeford, People to People Therapy (New York: Harper
and Row, 1978), 22.
Henderson, 26, citing John A. Newton, Susanna Wesley and the
Puritan Tradition in Methodism (London: Epworth Press, 1968), 77.
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to Wesley that it became a priority ministry goal for him. His innovative
skill replaced the setting from his home to a small, caring group whose
members would assist one another to discuss their spiritual progress and
give them support for remedying any deficiences. This concept became
the centerpiece of the Methodist movement.
Second, a conceptual refinement was made during Wesley's association
with the Holy Club at Oxford University. In 1729 he was appointed to
serve as tutor for a number of undergraduates. Three of these students
had been meeting four nights per week to study the classics and read from
the Greek New Testament. One of these three was John's younger brother,
Charles. John soon became the leader of this group and gave it a more
disciplined approach.
The highly disciplined manner of this group brought a reaction from
other students, deriding them with such names as "The Holy Club" and
"Methodists." Activities of the group included regular periods of prayer,
fasting, discussion of devotional topics, and frequent partaking of communion.
Also, they looked for opportunities for practical ways to help others such
as visiting the sick, elderly, and imprisoned and by providing clothing and
financial help to the poor as they were able.
Essentially, this followed the design of the Religious Societies which
had been founded in the latter half of the seventeenth century by Dr.
Anthony Horneck and which were closely associated with the Anglican
Church. Wesley, now in the role of the leader of such a group, perceived
that the process of Bible reading and discussion of principles for Christian
living stopped short of what was needed. Each person needed to be
accountable for specific goals in spiritual progress. In addition to hearing
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the truth, they needed to be doers also. This was to become strikingly
true ten years later as the unchurched responded to Wesley's open air
preaching in Kingswood and were gathered into Wesley's groups. Thus, with
the Holy Club, Wesley incorporated the expectation of behavioral change
through the group process. By this innovation, Wesleyan accountable disci
pleship was born.'^'^
Third, an operational innovation made by Wesley was the provision for
a variety of group levels. However, this did not happen all at once but
developed out of practical responses to circumstances over a period of time
reaching from 1735 to 1742.
In 1 735 Wesley sailed to Georgia where he became the pastor of the
Anglican churches at Savannah and Frederica. Here on the American
frontier he was more at liberty to design his ministry as he desired. So,
using the Holy Club/Religious Societies model, he advised the parishioners
to form themselves into little societies and "to meet once or twice a week,
58
in order to reprove, instruct, and exhort one another." Then, he selected
out of these "a smaller number for a more intimate union with each
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other." The little societies were available to everyone; the smaller
group was open only to those invited. It is significant that in his first
pastoral role Wesley initiated a small group design having more than one
level of participation. This was a pragmatic innovation because, whereas
the Oxford Holy Club consisted of men highly motivated to pursue spiritual
growth, the church consisted of some people who were slightly motivated
Henderson, 35.
Works, III, 23-24. (Journal, April 17, 1736)
Ibid.
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and some who were more highly motivated. Wesley discerned this and
created two levels of participation based upon spiritual readiness.
The Moravians contributed to further innovations. In the summer of
1738, shortly after his Aldersgate experience, Wesley visited several Mora
vian settlements in order to meet Count Zinzendorf and to collect informa
tion about their customs. Among the many things he observed was the
organization of the settlement of Herrnhut into groups called "choirs" and
"bands."^^ The choirs included everyone and this represented a wide range
of spiritual readiness. The bands consisted of those who were more serious
about furthering their spiritual growth. The choirs provided basic supervision
and instruction concerning Christian living; the bands provided mutual
sharing and encouragement for those who already had progressed beyond
the basics.^' Later, Wesley would separate the functions of instruction
and encouragement and match them with two separate groups. This inno
vative change in operation became part of the unique Wesleyan system of
groups.
The "class" model was developed out of an operational innovation in
1742, in the Bristol Society. A plan for collecting finances on a weekly
basis turned out to be the answer to a greater need. While the Societies
were growing with the daily appearance of new followers, Wesley was
frustrated by his inability to give personal spiritual oversight to them.
Also, the majority of the Methodists were not participating in a band
group. An entry-level group was needed, one which would appeal to
^�
Works, III, 101. (Journal, August 12, 1738; "An Extract of the
Constitution of the Church of the Moravian Brethren.")
David Lowes Watson, Accountable Discipleship (Nashville:
Discipleship Resources, 1984), 28.
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everyone regardless of their level of spiritual readiness. Thus, when the
proposed financial plan provided a leader for every eleven people in the
Society, and a plan for these twelve to meet together weekly, Wesley said,
62"This is the thing; the very thing we have wanted so long." Wesley
placed the class between the society and the band. As an entry-level
group, it became the most influential and durable group model.
In addition to these three levels of group participation, a Select Band
or Society was added for leaders and those most devoutly seeking after
personal holiness. A fifth group level was the Penitent Band which was
designed to restore those who had backslidden.
This continuum of levels of group participation was a witness to
Wesley's genius as a pragmatic innovator. Dr. 3ohn Drakeford has stated
it well: "The Wesleyan groups were a monument to John Wesley's superb
administrative ability. He showed remarkable insight into group processes
63
by providing such a variety of group experiences."
To summarize, Wesley's strategy for fostering spiritual growth and
renewal was the use of small groups. This strategy was motivated by its
priority nature and was administered creatively by Wesley's innovative
response to practical needs.
Wesley's Group Taxonomy
Already in hand are the "why" and "how" of Wesley's groups. Atten
tion now is focused on "What were his various groups and the distinguishing
Works, V, 179.
Drakeford, 22.
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characteristics of each?" An overview of the network model is presented
first, followed by a close-up view of the band model.
Network Model. The word "taxonomy" is appropriate when applied to
Wesley's network of groups because it denotes a classification system based
64
upon principles and natural relationships. Wesley differentiated the groups
according to function. Each group was a formal and distinct unit with a
unique contribution. At the same time, all groups were connected to each
other in the common purpose of the Methodist movement. Each group
served as the foundation and inspiration for the next as the levels moved
from general to more specialized. This ascending ladder represented an
openness to God's grace which was evidenced by increasing perfection in
love, holiness and good works.
An analysis of Wesley's network of groups appears on the next two
pages. The analysis was based on information in the writings of Wesley
and numerous other authors. Care was taken to represent Wesley's groups
faithfully while at the same time recognizing the natural limitations in
fact-gathering and interpretation of this present researcher. The column
headings proceed in turn to answer the following questions:
� What is this group?
� Why is this group?
� Who is in this group?
� When does this group meet?
�How does this group meet?
The "how" is addressed in terms of
"Taxonomy," The Living Webster Encyclopedic Dictionary of the
English Language.
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.Focus of attention
.Objective expectation
.Subjective expectation
.Leadership style
Figure 1 is a visual representation of the network of Wesley's groups
as it existed during the fifty years of his dynamic ministry.
Within this network of groups is the "band" model. Since it was
selected for use in the contextual project of this project-dissertation, a
more specialized presentation of the band model is appropriate.
Band Model. The Methodist band model was important to Wesley and
it may have been his favorite group. There were several reasons why this
model was important to him.
First, Wesley was drawn to it by disposition and experience. The band
appealed to those who were serious about spiritual growth, and Wesley was
serious. As a young man in his twenties, he wrote his mother saying,
"Leisure and I have taken leave of one another."^^ This was an expression
of his committed lifestyle. Another glimpse of his serious nature was
revealed in a journal entry in 1740. While he and Charles were out for
a walk in the countryside one day, Charles began laughing and, as the
laughter grew louder and more infectious, John joined in. Later upon
reflection he was disturbed that he could have been so caught up in such
surface hilarity.^^
In addition to his serious disposition, Wesley's spiritual growth leading
Works, quoted by Henderson, 32.
Jerry L. Mercer, "Toward a Wesleyan Understanding of Christian
Experience," Wesleyan Theological Society, Atlanta, Georgia, 3 Nov. 1984.
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up to the Aldersgate experience had been enriched by such experiences as
warm and intimate sharing, questioning that searched his soul, and the
quest for inner holiness. All of these elements were central to the band
model. The occasions for these experiences were many but two of the
most influential were the Thursday meetings with his mother and the
conversations he had with Peter Bohler concerning Wesley's assurance of
personal salvation. Thus, by both disposition and experience, the band
was dear to Wesley.
Second, the band was important to Wesley because it was the first
group he officially organized which continued as an integral part of the
Methodist system. The other groups sprang from the band as new needs
arose. Chronologically, the document organizing the bands, "Rules Of The
Band-Societies," was dated December 25, 1738; the "United Societies"
began in 1739 with the organization of the Foundery Society (a full year
after the bands); and the first class was organized in 1 742 with the
Bristol Society (a full three years after the bands).
Wesley had invested a great deal of his personal energy and vision
into the establishment of the bands, and this interest did not wane as the
years went by. In 1788, just three years before his death, he wrote one
of his assistants: "You should speak to every believer singly concerning
meeting in a band. ... No circuit ever did, or ever will flourish, unless
there are bands in the large Societies."^'' It is clear that Wesley main
tained a high estimation of the value of the band model from its inception
until his death.
Henderson, 176, citing Leslie F. Church, More About the Early
Methodist People (London: The Epworth Press, 1949), 151.
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Third, there was a theological reason directly related to spiritual
formation that caused the band model to be important to Wesley. During
the summer following his Aldersgate experience in 1738, Wesley toured
several Moravian settlements. The Herrnhut settlement had organized its
members into "choirs" and "bands." The choirs were arranged according to
residential patterns and these members met for religious discipline. The
bands consisted of those from the choirs who wanted to further their
68
spiritual growth and the criterion for membership was "spiritual affinity."
That spiritual affinity for Wesley was the conversion or "new birth" exper
ience. The first three questions asked of candidates for admission into
the Methodist bands involved a personal report of this saving grace. Wesley
believed that the new birth "effects a real, inherent change in the human
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soul" and raises man from sinner to saint. This transaction raises man
to the level which makes possible his progress toward entire sanctification;
it is the beginning of growth in grace. From the perspective of Wesley's
network of groups, the society taught the new birth, the class promoted it
and assisted people in receiving it, and the band enjoyed the benefits of
it, namely, going on to perfection.
Fourth, the band was important to Wesley because of the mighty way
God worked in the lives of its members. Wesley gave the following report:
Great and many are the advantages which have ever since
flowed from this closer union of the believers with each other.
They prayed for one another, that they might be healed of the
faults they had confessed; and it was so. The chains were
broken, the bands were burst sunder, and sin had no more
dominion over them. Many were delivered from the temptations
Watson, 28.
Lindstrom, 123.
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out of which, till then, they found no way to escape. They
were built up in our most holy faith. They rejoiced in the
Lord more abundantly. They were strengthened in love and
more effectually provoked to abound in every good work.^*^
In light of these four reasons, it is obvious that the band model was
highly important to Wesley. At this point, it is natural to ask, "How did
the band operate? What were the guidelines which Wesley built into it?
What were Wesley's instructions?"
The following presentation of the "Rules" and the "Directions" of the
band-societies faithfully includes all of the original language but the outline
of both documents has been adapted and six interpretive phrases have been
added in brackets.^'
Outline of
RULES OF THE BAND-SOCIETIES
Drawn Up December 25, 1738
I. PURPOSE
The design of our meeting is, to obey that command of God,
"Confess your faults one to another, and pray one for another,
that ye may be healed." -3ames 5:16
II. GOALS
To this end, we intend, ~
A. To meet once a week, at the least.
B. To come punctually at the hour appointed, without some
extraordinary reason.
C. To begin (those of us who are present) exactly at the hour,
with singing or prayer.
Works, V, 183.
Works, V, 192f. (Reference of these documents)
D. To speak each of us in order, freely and plainly, the true
state of our souls, with the faults we have committed in
thought, word, or deed, and the temptations we have felt,
since our last meeting.
E. To end every meeting with prayer, suited to the state of each
person present.
F. To desire some person among us to speak his own state first,
and then to ask the rest, in order, as many and as
searching questions as may be, concerning their state, sins,
and temptation.
III. MEMBERSHIP QUALIFICATIONS
Some of the questions proposed to everyone before he is
admitted among us may be to this effect: �
[Spiritual Status Testimony]
A. Have you the forgiveness of your sins?
B. Have you peace with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ?
C. Have you the witness of God's Spirit with your spirit, that
you are a child of God?
D. Is the love of God shed abroad in your heart?
E. Has no sin, inward or outward, dominion over you?
[Agreement For Probing Questions]
F. Do you desire to be told of your faults?
G. Do you desire to be told of all your faults, and that
plain and home?
H. Do you desire that every one of us should tell you,
from time to time, whatsoever is in his heart
concerning you?
I. Consider! Do you desire we should tell you whatsoever we
think, whatsoever we fear, whatsoever we hear,
concerning you?
J. Do you desire that, in doing this, we should come as
close as possible, that we should cut to the quick, and
search your heart to the bottom?
K. Is it your desire and design to be on this, and all other
occasions, entirely open, so as to speak everything that
is in your heart without exception, without disguise, and
without reserve?
IV. PROCESS -- [Heart To Heart]
Any of the preceding questions may be asked as often as
occasion offers; the four following at every meeting: �
A. What known sins have you committed since our last meeting?
B. What temptations have you met with?
C. How were you delivered?
D. What have you thought, said, or done, of which you doubt
whether it be sin or not?
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Outline of
DIRECTIONS
GIVEN TO THE BAND-SOCIETIES
December 25, 1744
You are supp>osed to have the faith that "overcometh the
world." To you, therefore, it is not grievous, �
I. CAREFULLY TO ABSTAIN FROM DOING EVIL; in particular, -
[Abstain = Focus on Self]
A. Neither to buy nor sell anything at all on the Lord's day.
B. To taste no spirituous liquor, no dram of any kind, unless
prescribed by a Physician.
C. To be at a word both in buying and selling.
D. To pawn nothing, no, not to save life.
E. Not to mention the fault of any behind his back, and to
stop those short that do.
F- To wear no needless ornaments, such as rings, ear-rings,
necklaces, lace, ruffles.
G. To use no needless self-indulgence, such as taking snuff or
tobacco, unless prescribed by a Physician.
II. ZEALOUSLY TO MAINTAIN GOOD WORKS; in particular, -
[Serve = Focus on Others]
A. To give alms of such things as you possess, and that to
the uttermost of your power.
B. To reprove all that sin in your sight, and that in love and
meekness of wisdom.
C. To be patterns of diligence and frugality, of self-denial,
and taking up the cross daily.
III. CONSTANTLY TO ATTEND ON ALL THE ORDINANCES OF GOD:
in particular, ~
[Worship = Focus on God]
A. To be at church and at the Lord's table every week, and
at every public meeting of the Bands.
B. To attend the ministry of the word every morning, unless
distance, business, or sickness prevent.
C. To use private prayer every day; and family prayer, if you
are at the head of a family.
D. To read the Scriptures, and meditate therein, at every
vacant hour. And, ~
E. To observe, as days of fasting or abstinence, all Fridays
in the year.
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In summary, 3ohn Wesley faced with optimism the widespread immorality
within British society and the pervasive decline of spiritual vitality within the
Anglican Church. His optimism was grounded in the Scriptures, energized by
the Holy Spirit, and confirmed by experience.
Wesley's primary objective was to form "a genuine people of God within
the institutional church. He concentrated not on the efforts leading up to
decision but on the time after decision. . . .[He organized] to turn converts
72
into saints." (Author's emphasis)
Wesley believed this objective could be achieved best through a ministry
of small groups. Perceptively, he understood that not all people were at the
same stage of development spiritually. Thus, he devised a network of five
group models, each with its own unique focus.
One of these groups was the band. This model involved persons who
professed the conversion experience and desired to grow in grace. The under
lying principle was "that spiritual maturity is fostered as persons of the same
73
sex meet in very small, confidential meetings." This underlying principle
was the key element in the decision to use the band model for the small
groups in the contextual project.
Snyder, 2.
Harper, Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition, 59.
CHAPTER THREE
Methodology: Design and Implementation
This project-dissertation involved both a contextual project in the
Liberty Wesleyan Church and a dissertation which incorporated the project
along with supporting research in the subject area of the project. This
chapter presents a description of the design and implementation of the con
textual project. Attention is given to the population used as the participants,
to the procedures followed in gathering the data by which to test the
hypotheses, and to the analysis of the data.
Technical assistance related to the design and implementation of this
project was sought early in the process. Consultation arrangements were
made with Dr. Robert L. Wilson, Duke Divinity School, Durham, North Caro
lina. Dr. Wilson was serving as the Director of the J. M. Ormond Center
for Research, Planning, and Development, and also as Research Professor of
Church and Society at Duke Divinity School.
The Population
The population refers to the people who were involved in the contextual
project. A biographical sketch of the congregation from which the subjects
were selected is provided here. The identity of the sub-groups and the
nature of their treatment plan are described.
Subjects
The subjects used as participants in this project were the regular at-
tenders of Liberty Wesleyan Church, Sum/nerfield , North Carolina. Regular
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attenders were those persons, members and non-members, who were normally
present on any given Sunday during morning worship.
Liberty Wesleyan Church celebrated its seventy-fifth anniversary in
1986. The church was born in an atmosphere of revival. Prior to making
the arrangements for an evangelist and a tent, neighbors in the community
had experienced an increasing desire for a revival. They united in prayer
and God gave them a wonderful revival. The year was 1910. The positive
spiritual impact of the revival inspired them to organize a class which met
regularly in a community social hall. Then, in February of 1911, this class
was organized officially into a Wesleyan Methodist Church with twelve
charter members. The membership doubled during the first year. The story
of those beginning days has been told repeatedly with joy and enthusiasm. In
view of the spiritual dynamics which have been so much a part of the life of
this church, it was appropriate to study spiritual vitality through the participa
tion of persons who make up this congregation.
The church is located in a rural setting but is only twelve miles outside
of the third largest city in the state, Greensboro. Four other cities are
nearby and form a circle of urban life. Many of the people who live in the
community are employed in the surrounding cities. Although many of them
in time past worked their farm in addition to being employed in the city, now
their farming consists of such chores as cutting the grass and light gardening.
The majority of persons attending the church have ancestral roots in the
community and the church. Some have moved into the community because
of marital ties. Thus the church people are closely identified with the geo
graphical setting and share a seventy-five-year story.
Approximately one hundred families participate in the church. The fam
ily income range is approximately $15,000 - $30,000 annually, except for a
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few above or below these figures. The composition of the congregation by
age groups is approximately: 0-17=38%; 18-44=39%; 45-65=17%; 66 & up=6%.
Church membership is 187 of whom sixty hold an office or perform an offi
cial ministry. The average Sunday morning worship attendance of all ages
during the period of this project was 125. This average attendance repre
sents 67% of the total membership present on any given Sunday.
The regular attenders, members and non-members, provided the popu
lation pool for this project. They were the persons to whom the question
naire was administered and from whose ranks persons were selected to
participate in the small groups.
Groups
The persons who were normally present on any given Sunday during
morning worship formed the population pool for the participants in this
project. This population pool was designated "whole congregation."
Whole Congregation. The whole congregation consisted of the com
bined total of those persons in all of the small groups and all those
persons who were not in the small groups. The whole congregation
represented the most inclusive grouping of persons involved in this project.
The whole congregation included everyone who participated in the before
and after testing.
The population pool, designated "whole congregation," was divided
into two distinct and separate groupings, namely, an "at-large group" and
"small groups."
At-Large Group. The at-large group consisted of persons who were
part of the whole congregation but who did not participate in the small
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groups. These persons were not in a small group because they were not
invited or they declined when invited. Persons in the at-large group
participated in the before and after testing process.
Persons were selected to participate in the at-large group through a
random sampling plan. The pre-post administration of the questionnaire
included all persons eighteen years of age and older who were present in
the morning worship service on a given Sunday. No prior announcement
that a questionnaire would be administered was made. The randomization
was accomplished by the choice of some persons to attend church or not
to attend on a given Sunday.
The at-large group was not given any special treatment, that is, no
Wesley study materials or instruction in spiritual formation. However, the
renewal plan called for the small group participants to have a renewal
influence upon the at-large group participants through the normal, everyday
associations of church life. This influence was not prearranged and was
not known to be an objective. The plan called for the influence for
renewal to be accomplished by the process of "leavening."
The leavening process occurs when a modifying or quickening element
is mingled with something.' The modifying element causes a change in
the receiving substance such as yeast added to dough causes fermentation
so that the bread rises. A small amount of yeast is sufficient to effect
a significant change in a much larger amount of dough. The key to the
process is association of the two elements.
The Bible refers to this process. Jesus said, "The kingdom of heaven
"Leaven," Webster's Third International Dictionary.
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is like unto leaven, which a woman took, and hid in three measures of
meal, till the whole was leavened." The Apostle Paul charged the
Corinthians to refuse to approve those persons among them who were
committing sins. "Know ye not that a little leaven leaveneth the whole
lump?"^
In this project the small groups represented the quickening agent
that was mingled with the at-large group. The leavening function took
place as the small group participants interacted with the at-large group
participants in the regular associations of worship, fellowship, and ministry
activities. The small groups were not aware that their influence for
spiritual renewal upon the at-large group was being studied. Their inter
action with the at-large group was spontaneous and without any
acknowledged mission to change the at-large group.
Small Groups (Wesley Groups). The small group program in the
Liberty Wesleyan Church was known as the "Walking With Wesley in
Spiritual Formation Groups." This title appropriately described the purpose
and content of the group process. This title was used throughout the
year but often it was shortened to "Wesley Groups." The shorter form
will be used hereafter to refer to the small groups in this project.
The participants in the Wesley Groups were selected from the whole
congregation. The whole congregation was informed of the planned small
group program by public announcement during Sunday morning worship and
by printed announcement in the worship bulletin. This announcement was
Matthew 13:33.
I Corinthians 5:6.
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followed by personal letters of invitation to persons selected to participate
in the Wesley Groups. It was stated to the congregation that the persons
invited to participate were selected by a random sampling plan and that
those not invited this year would be on the list of potential participants
whenever the program is offered again. A telephone call was made to
each person invited in order to offer additional information and to confirm
each person's response.
The persons who were invited to be in the Wesley Groups were
selected by random sampling from a "pool of potential participants." This
pool was created by selecting out of the congregation those persons who
would be "suitable" to participate in the Wesley band model.
John Wesley's band groups operated on the basis of admitting only
those who were suitable for the purpose and content of the band. The
determination of one's suitability was made by Wesley or his representative.
Suitability was measured by reference to a list of criteria written by
Zf
Wesley in December, 1738, entitled "Rules of the Band Societies." These
criteria related to the person's salvation experience with Christ and
readiness to participate wholeheartedly and harmoniously with the other
participants in the band. Once these criteria had been met satisfactorily,
the person would be matched to a band whose participants were of the
same sex, marital status, and maturity.
The selection of persons for inclusion in the pool of potential
participants in the Wesley Groups was governed by a list of five criteria
developed by this writer, as follows:
^
Works, V, 192-193.
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1. Person is a regular attender of Liberty Wesleyan Church.
2. Person is eighteen years of age or older.
3. Person has made a public profession of saving faith in
3esus Christ.
4. Person who is married must be living with that spouse
(i.e., not separated, divorced, or widowed). Single persons
(never married) are acceptable for singles band.
5. Person is relatively free from extenuating circumstances
which would make participation difficult (such as out-of-town
work, extended illness, habitual inability to interact accepta
bly with others).
Seventy persons were selected to form this pool of potential
participants of the Wesley Groups. The pastor and his family members
were excluded from the pool as a strategy to separate the influence of
the pastor from the dynamics of the Wesley Groups. These seventy persons
were alphabetically organized into five columns according to age, sex, and
marital status, as follows:
1. Single/Younger/Women
2. Married/Younger/Women
3. Married/Older/Women
4. Married/Younger/Men
5. Married/Older/Men
A random sample plan which had been approved by the consultant
was employed in order to select out of the seventy those persons to be
invited to participate in the Wesley Groups. The names were in alpha
betical order in the five columns. Beginning with the first name in each
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column, the names were numbered in order "1" or "2" and the sample plan
called for the 2's to be invited. If someone who had been invited declined,
the next person numbered two was invited. This process continued until
the goal of five-to-eight persons in a group had been reached. At the
conclusion of this selection process, thirty-five persons had accepted the
invitation to participate in the Wesley Groups. Thus, there were five
groups with an average of seven participants in each.
The ratio of Wesley Group participants to the whole congregation
was appropriate for the band model. "The records of the Foundery
Society show that of 2200 members in its society and class meetings,
only 639 were involved in the bands, and 300 of these were on trial. "'^
The ratio of 639 to 2200 was 29% of the society (whole congregation)
who were in bands. If the 300 on trial were removed, the ratio of
339 to 2200 would be 15% in bands. Further examples reveal that
"about twenty percent of Methodists took advantage of this form of
spiritual for_malion."^
The total church membership for the year of this project was 187.
The ratio of 35 in the Wesley Groups to 187 total membership was 19%.
This ratio was nearly identical to that in the original bands under Wesley.
The five group leaders were selected by the pastor from among
those in the pool of potential participants in the Wesley Groups. The
following criteria were used in the selection of these leaders:
David Michael Henderson, "John Wesley's Instructional Groups"
(Ph. D. dissertation at Indiana University, 1980), 176.
^
Steve Harper, Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition (Nashville:
The Upper Room, 1983), 60.
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1. Known to the congregation as a Christian in faith and
practice.
2. Currently a leader in the church by election or appointment.
3. Longevity in the congregation sufficient to appreciate the
historical roots and experience in a personal friendship with
at least one of the first-generation spiritual leaders in the
church.
4. Ability to work well with people, having demonstrated this
ability previously in an office of leadership.
Each of these five leaders served as the convener and facilitator of
a group. They did not function in the role of instructor or director but
rather related to the group members as a peer, colleague, and fellow
traveler. This was in the same spirit of the band leaders in Wesley's
original bands. "The leaders gave the lead to the group by 'speaking their
own state' first, . . . The leader was to be both a model and a facilitator,
setting the example and guiding the processes of interaction between the
members of the group."*^
Training of these leaders was conducted by the pastor. The leaders
were interviewed initially and individually in order to give them a complete
orientation and to clarify what was expected of them. Four leadership
training sessions were conducted�one before each new unit of study. Also,
the pastor met informally each month with each leader to give support
and to receive feedback.
This process of selecting leaders and training them was highly similar
John W. Drakeford, People to People Therapy (New York: Harper
and Row, 1978), 17.
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to that practiced by Wesley. Wesley's use of laypeople as leaders of
groups for spiritual formation was part of his great legacy. He not only
selected them but he also trained them. This was an in-service type of
training. The leaders would meet with their groups and then meet with
Wesley to discuss their experience and to receive his instruction. This
process resembles what is referred to today as the clinical education
model.
^
The renewal plan for the Wesley Groups consisted of participation
in a specific group model and the study of materials related to John
Wesley's teaching concerning spiritual formation.
The group model was the band group as designed by John Wesley.
However, two adaptations were made in this model for the purposes of
this project. The first adaptation changed the frequency of meetings
from weekly to twice a month. This was an accommodation to the busy
schedules of the participants. The second adaptation expanded the group
process beyond the confessional and mutual caring to include the study of
prepared materials on themes of spiritual formation. Wesley's original
design of the band involved confessional sharing, prayer, and singing but
9
did not include programmed study.
Each Wesley Group met twice each month for approximately ninety
minutes. The location was the church facilities. Each group decided on
the date and time for its meeting. The activities of the meetings
followed outlined materials prepared by the pastor. After each meeting
Ibid., 15-16.
Henderson, 105.
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the participants inserted the lesson materials into a specially prepared
Wesley Group folder. These materials were in printed form so that all
the participants would receive identical information and the effect of
leader bias would be reduced.
The following components were built into the meetings of the Wesley
Groups:
1. Inspirational Component (singing, scripture reading, or
devotional writings)
2. Informational Component (Wesley's life, ministry, or
teachings on spiritual formation)
3. Relational Component (activities to lower resistance to
openness and to build trust among group members)
4. Confessional Component (sharing of feelings, attitudes,
affections, inclinations, and needs)
5. Devotional Component (praying together for one another)
All of these components were present in Wesley's bands with the exception
of the informational component. The purpose of the Wesley Groups in this
project was to provide an environment in which the group members could
experience the dynamics of Wesley's band model.
In addition to participation in a specific group process, the Wesley
Groups studied prepared materials related to John Wesley's life, ministry,
and teaching concerning spiritual formation. An annotated outline of
the twenty lessons and the complete text of the study materials have
been included in the Appendices.
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Data Gathering
The hypotheses anticipated that there would be a significant difference
in attitude and behavior among each of the three groups (Wesley Groups, at-
large group, and the whole congregation) after the ten-month period. In order
to determine whether a difference did occur, an appropriate method of
measurement was needed.
Questionnaire
The process of data gathering involved the selection and design of an in
strument with which to collect the data needed to test the hypotheses. These
steps prepared the way for the application of the instrument to the experi
mental setting. Care was needed in structuring the overall process so as to
reduce the influence of contaminating factors.
Selection. Early in this project the questionnaire method of gathering
data was selected. The interview method was considered but was rejected on
the basis it would require the selection and training of persons outside Liberty
Wesleyan Church to serve as interviewers and on the basis that the highly
personal nature of the needed information would be closer to reality in expres
sion if reported with anonymity, a feature which a face-to-face interview
would not provide.
The questionnaire method was appealing because it could be administered
to a large number of people at the same time, it did not require more than
one person to administer it, and it provided the desired anonymity to the
respondents.
Further support for choosing the questionnaire method came from
statements of authorities to the effect that "questionnaire studies can yield
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valuable information."'^ One authority had demonstrated the usefulness of
the questionnaire method with a study of small groups for personal renewal.
That study used self-evaluation scales to measure how a group member eval
uated his progress after participating in a small group. Categories were
listed and each was accompanied with a numbered scale of intensity such as
1 through 7, with the instruction to "circle the number in each category
which agrees most with your conclusion regarding yourself."' ' These two
authorities were joined by the research consultant for this project who stated
that in his opinion the questionnaire method would be appropriate for this
project as the data-gathering method.
Design. It was agreed by the consultant and this researcher that the
i<ey to developing an effective questionnaire was in the selection of appro
priate categories or indicators of spiritual renewal. Investigation into this
process yielded "a relatively efficient method for constructing an attitude
1 2
scale." The method followed these three steps:
1. Collect a pool of statements that characterize the attitude.
2. Select the best descriptive statements.
3. Give each statement a weighted scale.
If the weighted scale ranged from 1 through 5 (1 the minimum and 5 the
maximum), on a fifty-item questionnaire, the maximum score would be 250
(50 x 5) and the minimum score would be 50 (50 x 1). This process was
David R. Krathwohl, How to Prepare a Research Proposal
(Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University Bookstore, 1977), 30.
' '
C. Gratton Kemp, Small Groups and Self-Renewal (New York:
The Seabury Press, 1971), 242.
1 2
David A. Payne, The Assessment of Learning (Lexington,
Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1974), 166.
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adopted for use in the construction of the questionnaire for this project.
The search for a pool of appropriate statements that characterize
spiritual renewal consisted of a review of the writings of numerous author-
... 13
ities m the field of spiritual renewal. The combined resources of these
authors provided a consensus list of renewal characteristics which were used
as renewal indicators in this project.
These indicators were placed in statement form; twelve statements
related to attitude and seven related to behavior. Each statement was
assigned a 5-point response scale with 1 representing the minimum score
and 5 the maximum score. Six biographical questions were placed ahead
of the attitude and behavior statements.
The final step in the design of the questionnaire was accomplished when
the consultant gave his opinion that the questionnaire was appropriate for use
in this project and that it should provide the data needed to test the hy-
potheses.
Administration. The questionnaire was administered to both the
at-large and the Wesley groups before and after the ten-month period.
The pretest was administered to the whole congregation near the end
of the Sunday morning worship service. At the time, no invitations for
persons to be in a Wesley Group had been issued. The congregation was
not divided into the at-large group and the Wesley Groups when the pretest
was administered. The questionnaire had not been mentioned to the con
gregation prior to the moment it was distributed to them.
The congregation was informed that the ushers would distribute a
See list for sources and characteristics in the Appendices.
''^
See copy of the consultant's letter in the Appendices.
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"Congregational Christian Life Questionnaire." They were asked to "please
circle the number that most nearly applies to you." They were instructed to
omit signing their name so that each questionnaire would remain anonymous.
However, in order to assign some way of distinguishing one questionnaire from
any other, they were asked to write the last four digits of their Social Secur
ity number in the upper right-hand corner of the front page. The ushers col
lected the questionnaires as they were completed and passed to the center
aisle.
These pretest questionnaires were placed in a folder and were not
tabulated until after the posttest. This was done as an attempt to eliminate
any bias which the pretest scores could have had on the pastor as he trained
the five leaders and wrote the study materials.
The posttest questionnaire was administered after the ten-month period
to the at-large group and the Wesley Groups. It was administered to the
Wesley Groups at the close of their final meeting. This was a meeting of
all five groups combined. It was administered to the at-large group on the
following Sunday at the close of the morning worship service.
Control of Contaminating Factors
Special effort was made to structure the experimental situation so that
data could be gathered with the least amount of contamination. It was
understood that "every study is a compromise between what it is realistically
possible to control and those variables that would be nice to control in that
most perfect of all possible worlds."'"^
The project sought to determine the renewal impact that small groups
Krathwohl, 31.
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for spiritual formation have on the whole church. The two variables which
were introduced into the experimental situation were the intentional process
of the band model with the Wesley Groups, and the interaction of the
participants of the Wesley Groups with the at-large group.
Extraneous Variables. It was acknowledged that influences other than
the presence of the Wesley Groups might possibly contribute to the spiritual
renewal of the at-large group. Also, it was similarly recognized that influ
ences outside of the meetings of the Wesley Groups might possibly contribute
to their renewal. However, it was maintained that all groups potentially
were subject to such intervening influences; this potential was equally possible
among the at-large group and the Wesley Groups since they were part of the
same congregation.
The attempt to control the influences in an experiment has been de
scribed as finding the best balance by one of the following approaches:
"Either by (1) the best possible means, elimination, (2) the next best, measure
and eliminate, or (3) if necessary, build into comparison."'^ The third alter
native was the approach of this project. The possibility of uncontrolled
influences having an impact for renewal upon any of the groups was real and
this possibility was taken into consideration in the comparison of the groups.
In view of this possibility, an attempt was made to chronicle as many
of these influences as came to the attention of the pastor. A log of special
influences was maintained which recorded the more overt happenings in the
life of the church during the ten-month period. The more subtle influences
undoubtedly remained unreported.'''
'^
Ibid., 99.
'^
See the log in the Appendices.
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It was believed that any attempt to control the experimental situation
further would have jeopardized the experiment in that too much attention
would have been drawn to the existence of an experiment in progress.
This belief was supported by this statement: "Our problem, then, is to
provide some controls over our observations without calling so much
attention to what we are doing that the situation is unnatural or extra
ordinary."'^
In some situations additional control groups are formed as a technique
to test additional variables. However, this would have been difficult in
this project because everyone in the church was included in either the at-
large group or the Wesley Groups.
Pretest Effect. Any pretest might alert the experimental group con-
1 9
cerning what they will be expected to learn in preparation for a posttest.
Several precautions were taken in this project in order to minimize the
pretest effect.
1. No mention of a pretest was made to the congregation prior
to the Sunday morning worship service when it was admin
istered. This silence was intended to prevent advance dis
cussion and preparation.
2. No mention was made prior to the posttest Sunday that there
would be a posttest. The pretest was intended to appear as
a one-time survey. Since the Wesley Groups had not been
formed at the time the pretest was administered, it was
Samuel Southard, Religious Inquiry: An Introduction to the Why
and How (Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 1976), 81.
'^ Krathwohl, 34.
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unlikely that they anticipated that the questions on the
questionnaire were topics they should study in order to
score well on a retest.
3. The questionnaire was not referred to publicly in any congre
gational gathering or in any meeting of the Wesley Groups
during the ten-month period.
4. No comment was made to any group that a comparison
would be made of the pretest and posttest scores.
5. The prepared materials used by the Wesley Groups did not
mention the questionnaire or even hint that the Wesley
studies and the questionnaire were in any way connected.
The congregation had not become test-wise by being asked to par
ticipate in other questionnaires in their recent history. No other surveys
or questionnaires had been administered in this congregation within the
previous six years, at least, and perhaps longer. This fact suggested that
the congregation did not view the pretest as a cue for specific topics to
be studied.
Hawthorne Effect. This is a term which came into the language of
experimental design as the result of experiments conducted by the Western
Electric Company at its Hawthorne Plant. Productivity increased even
though working conditions (such as lighting) were made poorer. The special
attention of the researchers was enough incentive by itself to increase
performance.
The possibility existed for the special attention by the pastor to be
Southard, 80-81.
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a determining factor in motivating persons in the Wesley Groups to perform
well. Without precautionary measures, his constant presence as leader of
any group could have been more influential than either the study materials
or the dynamics of the group process. The participants possibly would have
shown improved responsiveness to spiritual renewal issues because they
wanted to please their pastor.
In view of this possibility, an attempt was made to minimize the
face-to-face leadership of the Wesley Groups by the pastor. Laypersons
were selected to give leadership for each of the five groups. The role of
these leaders was that of a peer who had no particular agenda except the
group process. The direct leadership exerted by the pastor was limited to
the four meetings when the five Wesley Groups were combined into one
group (that is, orientation, two love feasts, and communion). This was in
21
harmony with 3ohn Wesley's leadership role with the bands.
Any special attention given to the Wesley Groups by the Pastor was
necessary for the administration of this project in his church and was
consistent with the contextual project requirements for the Doctor of
22
Ministry degree.
Data Analysis
The hypotheses anticipated a significant improvement in the total
scores of the Wesley Groups and the at-large group after the ten-month
period. The scores were collected by administering a questionnaire before
^'
Works, V, 183
22
"The Doctor of Ministry Program in Spiritual Formation,"
Asbury Theological Seminary, 1984. (Program description and requirements)
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and after the ten nnonths.
Each questionnaire was tabulated by using three categories: attitude
score, behavior score, and combined score (attitude plus behavior). Each
category had a total score. The category score was collected from each
questionnaire within a group and combined to make a group category score.
This procedure was followed with the pre- and posttests of the at-large
group and the Wesley Groups.
The Apple II C computer was used for all the calculations relating to
statistical significance. The statistical program used was "Stats Plus," written
by Stephen Madigan and Virginia Lawrence, and published by Human Systems
Dynamics of Northridge, California. The Mann-Whitney Non-Parametric
Statistical Test was used because it was designed to determine statistical
significance among groups of unequal size. This was appropriate for this pro
ject since the at-large group was larger than the combined Wesley Groups.
The level of statistical significance was set at .05, meaning that the
probability of change in the group scores occurring by chance was less than
five times out of one hundred. This level of significance had been used by
a recognized study of active and inactive church members conducted in the
23
context of the local church. The wide acceptance of the scholarship of
that study commended the same level of significance for this project.
The information provided by the tests of statistical significance formed
the basis for interpretation, inferences, and conclusions relative to the hy
potheses and to the entire project.
John S. Savage, The Apathetic and Bored Church Member;
Psychological and Theological Implications (Pittsford, New York; Lead
Consultants, Inc., 1976), 54.
CHAPTER FOUR
Data Analysis and Interpretation
The primary concern of this chapter is to examine the results of
the questionnaires which were administered before and after the ten-month
period during which five Wesley Groups met twice monthly. This evaluative
process included an analysis of the statistical data generated by the
questionnaires and an interpretation of these findings. All interpretations
and inferences were based upon the following combination of sources:
data which revealed statistical significance, other data which suggested
trends, and subjective observations by the pastor and by participants of
the Wesley Groups. The overall process of analysis and interpretation
included these three steps: tabulation of the questionnaire scores, determi
nation of statistical significance, and presentation of the data accompanied
by interpretation.
Tabulation of Scores
The first step in evaluating the results of the questionnaires was to
tabulate the responses. The questionnaire format consisted of nineteen
(19) statements� twelve (12) related to attitude and seven (7) related to
1 2
behavior. Each statement had a response scale of one through five.
A copy of the questionnaire is included in the Appendices. The
attitude statements were #7, 11, 1 6-25; behavior statements were #8, 9,
10, 12-15. Since the primary focus of the band model was on attitude,
more attitude than behavior statements were included.
2
If no response was marked, the lowest possible score (1) was given.
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The numerical response for each statement was listed under its
proper category title, either attitude or behavior. These responses were
added to produce a total score for each category. In order to develop
a composite score, the attitude and behavior categories were added
together. In this manner a score was recorded for each questionnaire
in the three categories. The scores within a category for an entire
group (e.g., Wesley Groups) were added and the sum was the group score
in that particular category. This procedure was followed in tabulating
the responses of the pretest and posttest of the Wesley Groups and the
at-large group.
The next step was to enter the scores into the computer in order to
determine the level of significance of any change which may have occurred
between the pretest and posttest.
Determination of Significance
The importance of determining the significance of the questionnaire
scores was related to the hypotheses of this project. The hypotheses
anticipated that the activity within the Wesley Groups over a ten-month
period would produce changes in attitude and behavior among the partici
pants which would be statistically significant. Also, it was anticipated
that the influence of these changes within the Wesley Groups would radiate
into the lives of the remaining members of the congregation so that they
too would develop changes in attitude and behavior which would be
statistically significant. The degree of change between the pretest and
posttest was the point at issue. If that degree of change proved to be
statistically significant, then the hypotheses would be supported; if not.
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the hypotheses would fail to be supported.
The technical instrument used to determine the statistical significance
of the scores was the Mann-Whitney Non-Parametric Statistical Test. This
computer program was designed to determine statistical significance among
groups of unequal size.
The Mann-Whitney Test was appropriate for this project because the
ratio of the total participants in the Wesley Groups compared to those in the
at-large group was thirty-five (35) to ninety (90) respectively. The unequal
size of the test groups may be demonstrated further by the fact that, through
the random sample process at the time of administering the questionnaires,
twenty-eight (28) individuals in the Wesley Groups and sixty-five (65) in the
at-large group completed a questionnaire. Thus, the two test groups were
unequal in size both in population and in questionnaires completed.
The Mann-Whitney Test is an analytical formula built into a computer
program. Accordingly, the pretest and posttest scores of the groups were
entered into this computer program which made the statistical analysis.
It was not sufficient to determine whether a difference existed
between the pretest and posttest scores; the difference was required to be
statistically significant. An acceptable level of significance had to be met.
The level of significance for this project was set at .05, based upon other
respected research which had been done in the field of church life. This
The ninety (90) was established by subtracting the thirty-five from
the average attendance in Sunday morning worship service, 125. If the total
membership figure of 187 were used, the difference in size of the groups
would be even greater.
^
John S. Savage, The Apathetic and Bored Church Member; Psychologi
cal and Theological ImpHcations (Pittsford, New York; Lead Consultants, Inc.,
1976), 54.
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level of significance meant that the probability of change occurring by
either chance or random error was less than five times out of one hundred.
A change measuring .05 or less would indicate statistical significance.
In addition to this test of statistical significance, the mean score was
calculated for each group on both the pretest and the posttest. "The mean
is the arithmetical average obtained when we add all scores and divide by
the number of scores."'^ The mean score was consulted in order to detect
trends in a group's performance. A bar graph chart was prepared for the
groups in order to visually report the mean score data.
After the test scores were calculated, what were the findings and
what did they mean?
Presentation and Interpretation of Data
The third step in the evaluative process addressed the central issue
of this project-dissertation: the cause-and-effect relationship which may
exist between small groups for renewal in a congregation and the increase
of renewal within that congregation. This project was instituted to
evaluate the existence of such a relationship. The data were gathered in
relation to each of the three hypotheses of this project.
Hypothesis One (Wesley Groups)
The first hypothesis stated there would be a significant difference in
attitude and behavior among the participants of the Wesley Groups after
the ten-month period.
Lee 3. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Testing (New York:
Harper and Brothers, 1960), 78.
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There were five Wesley Groups consisting of five to eight members
each. The questionnaires of these five small groups were combined because
these groups were treated as one group in the design of the project.
Twenty-three (23) questionnaires were completed in the pretest and twenty-
eight (28) in the posttest. As in the case of all the groups, the primary
focus was upon the difference between the pretest and posttest scores. The
statistical analysis determined the significance of the difference. This
analysis was conducted for three categories: attitude, behavior, and com
posite of attitude and behavior. Interpretation followed the report of the
data.
Attitude. The analysis to determine statistical significance resulted
in P=.04. There was a difference between the pretest and the posttest and
it was significant. This indicated that a positive change in attitude had
occurred by the end of the ten-month program.
The mean score on the pretest was 43.78 and on the posttest it was
47.39. The obtained difference was 3.61, reflecting a positive growth trend
in renewal. Chart 1 represents these mean scores and the corresponding
advance in renewal.
Behavior. The analysis for statistical significance resulted in P=� .
The difference between the pre- and posttest scores was so slight that no
statistical value of significance could be reported. Thus, there was no
significant difference in the behavior category.
The mean score on the pretest was 23.26 and on the posttest it was
24.93. The obtained difference was 1.67, reflecting a positive trend toward
renewal in behavior. Even though the improvement in the mean score was
small, yet it was tending in the direction of renewal. Chart 2 represents
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this trend.
Composite. The analysis to determine statistical significance resulted
in P=.04. This represented a significant difference after the ten-month
program. The significance was recorded because the strength of the attitude
category was sufficient to overcome the weakness of the behavior category.
The mean score on the pretest was 67.04 and on the posttest it was
72.32. The obtained difference was 5.28, surpassing all other obtained
differences recorded among these groups. Since it was greater than the
obtained difference of the attitude category, it indicates that the behavior
category had some value which it contributed toward the overall tendency
of the Wesley Groups toward growth in renewal. Chart 3 reports this
positive trend.
Interpretation. Hypothesis One was supported partially. The attitude
category reported a significant improvement in renewal after the ten-month
program; the behavior category failed to display significance. Yet, the
composite category achieved significance on the strength of the attitude
category. The mean scores reflected improvement in renewal in all three
categories, ascending in strength from behavior to attitude to composite.
Attitude was leading the way for behavior which corresponds to the
natural progression of spiritual renewal.^ In the natural progression,
"knowing" the truth precedes and promotes "doing" the truth. In similar
fashion, attitudinal change precedes and promotes behavioral change.
Following this logic, it would seem that the trend toward renewal in the
behavior category might have developed into significance if the program
Romans 10:1-17, 12:1-2; II Peter 1:1-11.
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had been continued for a period longer than ten months. In summary,
spiritual renewal had taken place among the participants of the Wesley
Groups and this renewal was becoming increasingly more pronounced in
their lives.
Hypothesis Two (At-Large Group)
The second hypothesis stated there would be a significant difference
in attitude and behavior among those not in the Wesley Groups after the
ten-month period. This group was designated "at-large group."
The questionnaire was administered to the at-large group before and
after the ten-month period. Forty-one (41) questionnaires were completed
in the pretest and thirty-five (35) in the posttest.
Attitude. The analysis for statistical significance resulted in P=� .
No value was assigned because the statistical change was not great enough
for computation. Thus, there was no significant difference between the
pretest and posttest scores in the attitude category.
The mean score on the pretest was 46.51 and on the posttest it was
45.57. The obtained difference was .94 toward the negative. This indicated
a slight moving away from the spiritual vitality level reported before the
ten-month period. Chart 4 depicts this negative trend.
Behavior. The statistical analysis for significance resulted in P=~.
The change was too slight to provide a P value. There was no significant
change.
The mean score on the pretest was 23.88 and on the posttest it was
23.91. The obtained difference was .03 in the positive. Realistically, this
was a negligible difference and it was interpreted as no change. Chart 5
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reports this condition.
Composite. The statistical test for significance resulted in P=� .
There was no significant change in the combined categories of attitude
and behavior.
The mean score on the pretest was 70.39 and on the posttest it was
69.49. The obtained difference was .90 in the negative, indicating a slight
reduction in the level of vitality expressed in the pretest. Chart 6 reveals
the performance of the composite category.
Interpretation. Hypothesis Two was not supported in any category.
The statistical test failed to report any P value at all. Although the mean
scores reflected a slight downturn in vitality, this was not substantial
enough to produce a statistical significance in the negative.
The slight downturn in the mean score of the attitude category of
the at-large group was unexpected. It may have occurred as a natural
function of the random sampling plan for the at-large group. This plan
called for questionnaires to be distributed to all persons eighteen years of
age and older who were present for morning worship on a given Sunday.
This plan governed the pretest and posttest. The posttest was conducted
in 3une, 1987, on a Sunday when several adults were away on vacation.
Their absence had not been anticipated. The result of this turn of events
was that only fourteen (14) of the thirty-five (35) persons who participated
in the posttest had previously participated also in the pretest. Based only
on the supposition of this writer, perhaps some of these twenty-one (21)
were more conservative in the way they perceived themselves than were
those who participated in the pretest. If that were the case, it would
explain the slight downturn in the mean score of the attitude category.
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This possibility might have been avoided by having the same persons
complete before and after questionnaires.
The performance of the at-large group corresponded more to the
status quo than anything else. The lack of significant change meant that
the renewal experienced by the Wesley Groups was not transferred in a
significant way to the at-large group. This may have been due to the
design of the project relative to the contact between the two groups. The
contact was to be informal and without any conscious effort to transmit
the Wesley Groups experience. There was no announced mission to influence
the at-large group. No meetings or strategies were devised for the specific
purpose of influencing the at-large group. Therefore, a more intentional
design for interaction between the two groups may have resulted in a sig
nificant change toward renewal.
It may also be said that a more positive result might have been
achieved had the Wesley Groups program lasted longer than ten months.
A longer duration would have extended the contact time between the
participants of both groups. Also, the longer duration might have allowed
the trend toward full renewal within the Wesley Groups to come to
fruition. Thus, it is reasonable to suggest that a more significant result
might have been achieved if more intentional contact had been engineered
during the same time the renewal of the Wesley Groups was in progress.
Perhaps it would be helpful to comment further on the importance of
these two factors: the duration of the project and the contact between
the two different groups. Both of these factors were described in Chapter
Three as functions of the renewal plan.
First, the duration of the program was related to a key principle of
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spiritual formation. Several authorities in the field of spiritual growth have
indicated that time or duration is an integral factor in its development. Iris
Cully, in her book Education for Spiritual Growth, said that spiritual "nurturing
happens gradually."^ Elton Trueblood stated, "The logic of renewal, when we
understand even a little of it, makes us see that our principle is the principle
of development." Maxie Dunnam described spiritual formation as a "dynamic
process" by which the Christian continues to be alive in Christ. "To be alive
in Christ is constant and continuous. We are not finished, but are 'under
construction,' maturing into the 'measure of the stature of the fullness of
9
Christ.' " James Mannoia explained that "God's will is to quicken us from
the dead, and then to sustain us with His life. Here is the forming work of
the Holy Spirit. . . . Spiritual formation is a gradual aspect of sanctification
at work in us through the agency of the Holy Spirit."'^
It should be noted that all of these authorities maintained that spiritual
formation is a developmental process which is gradual and continuous. The
longer one participates, the greater the potential for development. Con
versely, the shorter the time, the smaller the potential for development.
This project was designed as a ten-month process because it was a
convenient period for this congregation and it met the requirement of the
degree program. The Wesley Groups and the at-large group existed and
Iris V. Cully, Education for Spiritual Growth (San Francisco: Harper
& Row, 1984), 168.
Elton Trueblood, The Incendiary Fellowship (New York: Harper &
Row, 1967), 75.
q
Maxie Dunnam, Alive in Christ (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1982), 109.
V. James Mannoia, "Spiritual Formation: Christ Formed in Us,"
The Preacher's Magazine, December-January-February 1985-86: 33.
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functioned during the same ten months. Ten months was sufficient time
to allow significant spiritual renewal to develop in the attitude category
of the Wesley Groups. The improved mean score in the behavior category
suggested that further participation might have allowed significance to be
achieved in it. This interpretation was based also on the biblical principle
that spiritual growth advances from awareness to attitude to behavior.
On the other hand, the at-large group did not record a significant level
of renewal. Since the span of time was identical for both groups, some
thing other than time is needed to explain the lack of renewal in the
at-large group.
The second factor which was an important part of the renewal plan
was the contact or interaction between the two groups. This contact
was the means by which renewal was to be effected in the at-large group.
It was informal in nature, whereas the means through which renewal was
to be effected in the Wesley Groups was formal.
Iris Cully has described the difference between a formal and an
informal approach. She said that informal nurture is "a natural mode of
being."'' It occurs when a person who is spiritually aware manifests a
gracious spirit among other people. "Those who come into proximity with
such a person sense that by that other one they themselves are blessed."'^
Cully likened formal nurture to an educational process which "introduces
13
deliberately structured experiences that include reflection on action."
This includes the practice of such disciplines as Bible study, prayer, and
Cully, 166.
^
Ibid., 166.
^
Ibid., 168.
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service to others.
Richard Foster, in his book Celebration of Discipline, presented
several spiritual disciplines which could be included in a formal nurture
program. One of these disciplines is "study." He said study is "one of
the central ways God uses to change us." He listed four components
of study: repetition, concentration, comprehension, and reflection.
In this project the difference in renewal levels of the two groups was
seen by this writer to have resulted from the use of these two different
approaches, formal and informal. The Wesley Groups renewal plan was
focused and intentional; that of the at-large group was diffused and unin
tentional. The Wesley Groups experienced renewal; the at-large group did
not. Therefore, a more formal renewal plan for the at-large group might
have effected the desired renewal. This perhaps could have included
occasions when the Wesley Groups could have shared experiences and
insights with the at-large group.
Based upon the foregoing description of the relatedness of time and
contact, the ten-month period was not sufficient to allow the diffused and
unintentional plan to effect spiritual renewal in the at-large group.
Whether a longer time would have made renewal possible is a question
for further research.
Hypothesis Three (Whole Congregation)
The third hypothesis stated there would be a significant difference in
attitude and behavior among the combined participants of the Wesley Groups
Richard 3. Foster, Celebration of Discipline (New York: Harper
and Row, 1978), 54.
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and the at-large group after the ten-month period. This combined group
was designated "whole congregation." This was not a third group of actual
people but rather was a "statistical group" created by combining the scores
of the Wesley Groups with those of the at-large group. Their strengths
and weaknesses combined to produce a statistical picture of the whole
congregation's renewal level.
The data source for the whole congregation was the combined
questionnaires of both the Wesley Groups and the at-large group: sixty-
four (64) questionnaires involved in the pretest and sixty-three (63) in the
posttest.
Attitude. The analysis for statistical significance resulted in P=.14.
This did not represent a significant difference. However, there was a
measurable difference which allowed a P value to be calculated. This was
not the case with the at-large group alone but when it was combined with
the strength of the Wesley Groups, a trend toward renewal was created.
This suggests that without the Wesley Groups there would have been no
trend toward renewal in the statistical picture of the whole congregation.
The mean score on the pretest was 45.53 and on the posttest it was
46.38. The obtained difference was .85, reflecting a slight trend toward
renewal. Here again the scores of the Wesley Groups made a difference
in the combined statistical picture. The slight regression in the attitude
category of the at-large group alone was transformed into a slight progres
sion when combined with the statistical strength of the Wesley Groups.
Chart 7 reveals this slight trend toward renewal.
Behavior. The test for statistical significance resulted in P=� .
No value was assigned because the difference was too small. This was
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understandable in light of the fact that neither group had recorded a
significant difference in behavior.
The mean score on the pretest was 23.66 and on the posttest it was
24.37. The obtained difference was .71, reflecting a slight positive trend
toward renewal. This was caused by the small trend in behavior reflected
by the improved mean scores of the Wesley Groups. Chart 8 reflects this
trend toward renewal.
Composite. The significance test resulted in P=.20. The change over
the ten months was not significant. However, the change was sufficient
enough to allow a statistical value to be calculated. The chief reason for
the emergence of this statistical value was the strength of the attitude
category of the Wesley Groups; this was reflected also in the composite
category of the Wesley Groups.
The mean score on the pretest was 69.19 and on the posttest it was
70.75. The obtained difference was 1.56, reflecting a trend toward renewal.
This was a natural development because both attitude and behavior cate
gories had registered improved mean scores. Chart 9 portrays this composite
trend toward renewal within the whole congregation.
Interpretation. Hypothesis Three was not supported. However, improve
ment in mean scores reflected a trend toward renewal. This trend was
effected by the significant renewal among the participants of the Wesley
Groups when combined with the at-large group.
An object lesson may illustrate further how this trend toward renewal
was effected. Imagine three glasses sitting side by side on a table. Moving
from left to right, the first glass is filled with red-colored water; the second
glass is somewhat larger and is filled with clear water; the third glass is
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larger then either of the other two and it is empty. At this point both
the red water (Wesley Groups) and the clear water (at-large group) are
poured into the third glass (whole congregation). This mixing of the two
waters (groups) produces pink water in the third glass. The change from
clear to pink was effected solely by the influence of the red (Wesley Groups).
In this project, the at-large group represented all those in Liberty
Wesleyan Church who were not participating in the Wesley Groups. The
combination of the at-large group and the Wesley Groups represented the
total of the persons making up this congregation. The participants of the
Wesley Groups were part of this whole congregation and to that extent
renewal was present in Liberty Wesleyan Church even though renewal was
not transferred to those outside the Wesley Groups.
It may be said that without the Wesley Groups the statistical picture
of the whole congregation would have remained status quo. The Wesley
Groups provided a resource for renewal by which the rest of the church
could benefit. Thus, the possibility for renewal in the whole congregation
was enhanced by the presence of the Wesley Groups. This intepretation
was in agreement with an observation by Robert E. Coleman in Dry Bones
Can Live Again. He stated:
With a group of dedicated people as a nucleus, the Church
as a whole can be inspired and directed in the service of
Christ. Of course, until this committed minority is present,
there is not much use talking about getting the larger congre
gation involved in the task. 15
Although actual renewal did not take place throughout the membership
of Liberty Wesleyan Church, the Wesley Groups established themselves as an
Robert E. Coleman, Dry Bones Can Live Again (Old Tappan, New
Jersey: Fleming H. Revell, 1969), 73.
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instrument by winich actual renewal may be effected. Without this nucleus,
the prospects for renewal would be diminished.
Summary of Interpretation
�Hypothesis One was supported in the attitude category but
not in the behavior category.
�Hypothesis Two was not supported in the attitude category
or the behavior category.
�Hypothesis Three was not supported in the attitude category
or the behavior category.
�The attitude category reported progress in renewal in the
Wesley Groups and the whole congregation while behavior in
these same groups made less progress. This leadership role
by attitude was acknowledged to be in harmony with both
human experience and biblical teaching related to spiritual
formation.
�A positive trend toward renewal in the behavior category was
reflected in the Wesley Groups and the whole congregation
by their improved mean scores. This was interpreted to
mean that the positive influence of growth in attitudinal
renewal was effecting the beginning of behavioral renewal
in these two groups.
�The Wesley Groups effected a positive trend toward renewal in
the statistically created group known as the whole congrega
tion. This trend was caused by the statistical strength of
renewal in the Wesley Groups when combined with the status
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quo of the at-large group.
� Based on the foregoing statements, the Wesley Groups might
have effected the hypothesized significant difference in both
attitude and behavior in the at-large group and the whole
congregation if the program had lasted longer than ten months.
The potential for this would have been enhanced further if the
contact of the participants in the Wesley Groups with those
in the at-large group had been more intentional with regard
to effecting renewal in them.
An overview of the performance of all three groups is presented in
charts 10, 11, and 1 2.
Subjective Evaluation
The purpose of this chapter has been to report and interpret the
objective data generated by this contextual project. A great deal of this
process has dealt with statistics and these have given rise to several
important insights. However, statistics cannot tell the whole story. The
subjective point of view has yet to make its contribution. An evaluation
by those who lived the experience of the ten-month program may give life
to the statistics.
Pastor
The present writer functioned as the pastor of the congregation which
was the context for this project. It was rewarding to prepare the study
guides and meeting agendas, to train the five group leaders, and to observe
the emergence of the marks of spiritual renewal.
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Attitude, It was particularly gratifying to experience the positive
attitudes of all of the participants in the Wesley Groups. Indeed, an
attitude of inquisitive cooperation was evident at the first meeting and
grew stronger and more steadfast as the project progressed.
The psychological tone of the groups underwent a positive transfor
mation. The early meetings were more like a formal class session but the
later meetings became warmer and more intimate, more open and trusting
of each other and of the process of expressing personal experiences.
This transformation of the psychological tone of the groups prepared
the way for the emergence of koinonia, a deep caring for one another
centered in their faith in Christ. It was developed while together they
studied the Bible and Christian growth, discussed their spiritual successes,
failures, and questions, prayed, and participated in Holy Communion.
The emergence of koinonia is the very heart of Christian spiritual
renewal. It was inspiring to observe it happening among the participants
of the Wesley Groups. This inspiration was felt by some who were not in
the Wesley Groups. They asked what the Wesley Groups did and stated
their desire to belong to such a group.
Behavior. Undoubtedly there were alterations in behavior which were
not known by the pastor. Yet some changes were observed. For instance,
several participants exhibited a heightened loyalty to the worship services,
Sunday school, and the adult choir. These persons began to attend more
regularly, even on Sunday evening, and with a new sense of spiritual
earnestness.
One incident was particularly noteworthy. The young-single-women's
Wesley Group became aware of needs beyond their group. The desire to
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reach out to others began to grow. It was not long until they decided to
collect food products and take them to a needy family at Christmas. This
servant spirit was fostered by the quality of their group experience.
Another example of renewal involved the organization of a Meals-On-
Wheels ministry. One year previous the invitation had been extended for
this church to join with several other churches to provide a community
meals-on-wheels ministry. This invitation was presented to Liberty Church
but no one was interested in participating. However, after the Wesley
Groups had been meeting seven months, the invitation was extended again.
This time the wife of one of the Wesley Group members volunteered to
serve as the coordinator and nine of the sixteen drivers who volunteered
were members of the Wesley Groups. This interest in a new ministry was
inspired by the renewal being experienced in the Wesley Groups.
Renewal in behavior was evidenced still further by a surge in lay
leadership. The five group leaders exerted positive leadership throughout
the entire ten months. While they had not led such a group before, they
displayed increasing confidence and satisfaction.
An exam.ple of lay leadership was the readiness of group members to
begin the group process whenever it was necessary for a leader to arrive
late or even to be absent. On such occasions they would select a leader
and then enthusiastically follow the agenda of the meeting.
Still another example of emerging lay leadership occurred with the
young-single-women's group. They recognized the need for a young adult
organization in the church. They asked the local board of administration
for permission to organize such a group. Immediately after permission was
granted they developed a mailing list, held their first meeting, and published
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a one-page newsletter. The leaders of this new organization were the
members of this Wesley Group.
In summary, the pastor observed spiritual renewal in the form of
increased participation of Wesley Group members in worship services, the
creation of new ministries to persons in the congregation and to those
outside its ranks, new vigor in the adult choir and in the young adult group,
and a greater prominence of lay leadership.
Participants in the Wesley Groups
All five Wesley Groups met together for the twentieth meeting. An
opportunity was given for everyone to share what the ten-month group
experience had meant to them. The following are some of their comments.
� "I got to know everyone better."
� "You discover that you are not the only one with a particular
problem or feeling. When you share with each other, it
opens your eyes so you can see others are like you; you're
not alone."
� "Opening up to someone else was just what I needed."
� "I liked the sharing and I'd like to have more of it."
� "The small size of the group made it easy to share in a way
I never would have in a bigger group."
� "Our group of single women used the group as a confessional."
� "We often meet people on Sunday morning and say 'Hi' but we
don't really get to know them. In the group we got to know
each other in a way we want other people to know us."
�"Prayer times meant a lot to me."
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� "I was glad to learn that Wesley wasn't perfect; that gave me
hope even with all my mistakes."
� "The group really helped me grow spiritually, to see how much
I can improve in my devotional life."
� "I've grown tobacco all my life but I'll not do it next year.
God has spoken to me about this and I am going to obey Him."
This chapter has presented an analysis of the experience of the Wesley
Groups program from an objective and a subjective perspective. Both
perspectives revealed that spiritual renewal had taken place in the Wesley
Groups and that these groups provide the process and materials by which
renewal may be effected among those who did not participate in the Wesley
Groups.
CHAPTER FIVE
Summary and Implications
This final chapter gathers up the key elements of the preceding four
chapters and restates them in a concise summary. The summary includes five
features which are presented in this order: problem statement, methodology,
limitations, findings, and conclusions. With this information in hand, the fol
lowing question is addressed: "What may happen as a result of this project?"
In response to this question, the implications of this project are presented in
relation to these four areas of interest: impact on existing knowledge, appli
cation to ministry, further research, and long-range consequences.
Summary
The history of the Christian church reports many instances of the de
cline of spiritual vitality and the subsequent renewal which restored spiritual
health to the church. Indeed, the need for renewal characterizes nearly
every church at some point in its life. The following is a summary of how
the need for spiritual renewal in one congregation was addressed and the
evaluation of that experience.
Problem Statement
There were several members of the Liberty Wesleyan Church in Summer-
field, North Carolina who sensed a need for spiritual renewal in their church.
A contributing factor to this perception was the fact that nearly all of the
first-generation members had died. Their absence from the scene had left a
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spiritual void which the second and third generations had not filled sufficient
ly. The void was perceived to be most critical in two areas: The feeling
tone of the worship services and the quality of religious leadership by lay
persons. In addition to pointing out the need for renewal, these members
expressed a desire to have the renewal of the church begin with them.
The pastor of Liberty Wesleyan Church had been interested for many
years in the process of effecting renewal in a local church. This interest
merged with the interests of these concerned members to form the basis for
this project-dissertation. The approach to this project came into focus when
early research revealed the effectiveness of 3ohn Wesley in effecting
spiritual growth and renewal among Christians through his small group minis
try. One of Wesley's group models, the band, seemed appropriate for this
project. It was selected and used with some adaptation.
In addition to providing a needed ministry to the members of this
church, a technical issue was addressed. Several authors in the field of
church renewal maintained that small groups engaged in a program of
spiritual renewal would cause the onset of renewal within the whole congre
gation. This cause-and-effect relationship was the technical point at issue
for this project. Its evaluation was a major emphasis in the total project.
Methodology
The methodology involved two concerns: the provision of a spiritual
renewal program for the members of the church, and the evaluation of data
related to the cause-and-effect relationship of the small groups in this
church. The first concern required the selection of small group participants
and the preparation of materials for their twenty meetings. The second
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concern called for the development of a way to gather the proper data by
which to evaluate the renewal effect the small groups had upon the church.
The context of this project was the Liberty Wesleyan Church, Summer-
field, North Carolina. Approximately 100 families were represented by its
187 members. The total population pool consisted of all who were eighteen
years of age or older and who were normally present for Sunday morning
worship. From this population, thirty-five (35) persons were selected to
participate in a small groups program named "Walking with Wesley in
Spiritual Formation." All remaining persons were considered members of
the at-large group.
The thirty-five persons were divided into five separate groups according
to sex, marital status, and age or maturity level. These five groups were
known as "Wesley Groups." Each group consisted of five to eight persons.
These met twice each month over a ten-month period. Lay persons were
selected and trained to lead all five groups. The content of the meetings
included study of the life and teachings of 3ohn Wesley, mutual sharing of
personal experiences in the Christian life, singing, Bible reading, and prayer
for one another.
The at-large group did not meet and did not receive any of the study
materials used by the Wesley Groups. The contact between the participants
of the Wesley Groups and the at-large group was informal and without any
announced intention for the Wesley Groups to influence them. Any transfer
of renewal from the Wesley Groups to the at-large group was to be accom
plished through natural association.
Data related to the technical issue of this project were collected
by a questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of statements keyed to
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specific characteristics of spiritual renewal either in attitude or behavior.
Each statement had a five-point response scale. The questionnaire was
administered to the Wesley Groups and the at-large group before and after
the ten-month program. The scores were analyzed to determine the level
of change in the groups. The level of significance was set at .05. The
cause-and-effect relationship was evaluated on the basis of the presence or
absence of a significant difference between the before and after scores.
Limitations
There were some limitations in this project which were acknowledged.
The influence of these limitations was considered with regard to the con
clusions.
The entire project was conducted within the context of one congre
gation composed of approximately 100 families. This fact limited the
extent to which generalizations may be made.
The time period of the program involving the Wesley Groups was
limited to ten months. This exposure time may have been too limited to
produce changes as significant as a longer period would have produced.
Generalizations based on the findings were limited to a ten-month experience.
The questionnaire was constructed to reflect attitudes and behavior
related to spiritual renewal. The usefulness of the questionnaire process
was dependent upon how a respondent perceives oneself and upon one's
willingness to report those perceptions accurately.
No formal attempt was made to control extraneous factors that could
have exerted a renewing effect upon the participants. Some extraneous
factors were preaching, singing, revivals, and answers to prayer. It was
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considered that additional controls would have altered the natural environ
ment to the extent that the participants would have been aware they were
being observed for test purposes and thereby would have adjusted accordingly.
The conclusions related to the cause-and-effect issue were made with the
acknowledgment of this limitation.
Findings
A process of statistical analysis was used to determine whether a
significant difference existed between the pretest and posttest scores and
to expose any emerging trends. The Mann-Whitney Non-Parametric Statis
tical Test was used to determine significant differences. The mean scores
were compared in order to detect trends.
All statistical analyses were related to the three hypotheses of this
project. The hypotheses anticipated a significant difference in attitude and
behavior after the ten-month period among the participants of the Wesley
Groups, at-large group, and whole congregation.
The findings revealed that significance was accomplished in the attitude
category and the composite category of the Wesley Groups; it was not
accomplished with the at-large group and the whole congregation in any
category. Hypothesis One was supported partially; Hypotheses Two and
Three failed to be supported.
The mean scores revealed a trend toward renewal in all the categories
of the Wesley Groups. In the at-large group no category showed a trend
toward renewal. All three categories of the whole congregation reflected
a renewal trend.
When the subjective evaluations of the pastor and the participants
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were joined with the statistical findings, it was evident that renewal had
been experienced among the participants of the Wesley Groups.
No actual change toward renewal in the whole congregation can be
affirmed. However, when the statistical data of both the Wesley Groups
and the at-large group were combined, a statistical picture of a trend
toward renewal was created.
Conclusions
Based on the findings of this project, it was concluded that small groups
engaged in a program of spiritual formation, using an adaptation of 3ohn
Wesley's band model, have good reason to expect spiritual renewal. The spir
itual renewal within these small groups may not be transferred to other per
sons in the congregation unless the interaction between them is intentionally
structured for that purpose. However, the potential for church renewal is
enhanced by the presence of renewed small groups. This potential is further
enhanced if increasing numbers of church members become active in a
Wesley Group.
Implications
In view of the stated findings and conclusions, what are some of the
possible implications? How may the field of knowledge related to church
renewal benefit? In what ways may the insights from this project be helpful
to Christian ministry? What avenues for further research are suggested?
These issues are addressed here.
Impact on Existing Knowledge
This project may contribute to a better understanding of the renewal
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effect of small groups upon the congregation. Authors have long maintained
that such a cause-and-effect relationship exists. The findings of this project
provide empirical data related to what others have asserted.
Previous studies may benefit from this project. One example is the
Doctor of Ministry dissertation by Richard Eugene Lyddon, Jr., "The Rele
vance for the Contemporary Church of the Eighteenth Century British Metho
dist Class Meeting."' That study was based on historical literature research
alone without an empirical project. It concluded that spiritual vitality had
been effected among the early Methodists by means of the class meeting
and that it would benefit the contemporary church in a similar fashion.
However, this contention was not tested by a contextual project. Thus, the
empirical data and findings of this project supplement Lyddon's dissertation
and other studies which rely on literature research only.
Application to Ministry
There is widespread opinion today that local churches need ways to fos
ter spiritual renewal. Various publishing houses are seei<ing to meet this felt
need by producing a variety of resource materials. The present study may
serve as a resource to program developers. It provides a description and an
analysis of the implementation of a small group program for renewal that has
been experienced in a local church.
Congregations often are interested in providing a program for target
groups such as new converts, older adults, and for men only or women only.
This project presents Wesley's band model as a program of spiritual growth
and renewal directed toward men and women who are already Christians.
School of Theology at Claremont, 1978.
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The information and understanding of this project may serve as a resource
for churches who want to design a renewal program of their own.
Another application to ministry could be in the area of leadership
training for lay persons. The group leaders in this project received training
before meeting with their groups. Then followed the application of this
training through interacting with the group members. Then they shared
their experience with the trainer and received his feedback. This provided
an excellent cycle of leadership training.
Also, lay leadership training took place among the group participants.
It was mutually understood by all participants that each one was to take
personal responsibility for the success of each meeting rather than leave
it up to the designated leader. They fulfilled that role.
Training in leadership skills was provided to the leaders and members
alike. Therefore, this project may serve as a resource to those churches
interested in developing spiritual leadership among the laity.
Further Research
All research is part of a circle. Knowledge developed in the past
provides the foundation for present research which in turn produces addi
tional questions for future exploration. This project has revealed several
intriguing options for further investigation in the field of church renewal
through a small group ministry.
Duration of Program. The first recommendation for further research
is related to the extension of the project and its benefits. It is anticipated
that a program longer than ten months would allow the leavening process
more time to impact upon those persons who were not in the small groups.
This extension of program time seems especially pertinent when the contact
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between the two groups is informal and unstructured.
Contact Between Groups. The impact of the small groups upon the
rest of the congregation could be enhanced by a more intentional design
of interaction between them. For instance, the participants of the small
groups could be urged to share what they had been learning with the
at-large group members. This could be done in worship services, retreat,
or fellowship gathering. Outreach to those not in the small groups could
be established as a primary mission goal.
Another suggested design would bring the small group members and
the rest of the congregation together in planned activities. It would be
helpful to select from the congregation an at-large group which would be
equal in size to the number in the small groups. The equal size of the two
groups would facilitate joint activities and testing of identical people before
and after the program period. The joint activities would not include the
sharing of small group study materials. The way in which the small groups
would influence the at-large group could be either informal or structured
and with or without a stated mission of outreach to the at-large group.
Multiple Group Designs. Further research could involve several
churches in an effort to measure the effectiveness of small groups as a
catalyst for renewal in a local church. The present project was conducted
within the context of one congregation.
An alternate approach would expand the research to include several
churches. For example, some churches would organize small groups for
spiritual renewal, other churches would organize small groups for fellowship
and recreation, and still other churches would have small groups but they
would never meet as a group except to fill out the questionnaire. A
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questionnaire would be administered to all of the groups before and after a
program period. This approach would seek to evaluate the effectiveness of
small groups which experienced an intentional program for spiritual renewal
as a catalyst for renewal in a local church when compared to small groups
for other purposes.
Long-Range Consequences
This was only one project, limited to only one congregation with a
membership of about one hundred families. The impact of its findings and
conclusions must be viewed in light of the stated limitations. Yet, it
serves as an example of an attempt to evaluate the role of small groups
as a catalyst for spiritual renewal within a congregation. To this extent
it makes a contribution to the field of knowledge and advances that
knowledge in a small way. As long as renewal is sought in the church,
this project may be helpful.
APPENDIX A
Statistical Data Charts
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CHART 1
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of WG PRE to WG POST = Significance
at the .04 level.
MEAN SCORE:
Upturn from 43.78 to 47.39 = +3.61 difference.
CHART 2
BEHAUIOR SCORE
UJ
o
u
(A
r
146
PRETEST POSTTEST
WESLEY GROUPS
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of WG PRE to WG POST = No significance.
MEAN SCORE:
Upturn from 23.26 to 24.93 = +1.67 difference.
Charts 1-12 report statistical levels of renewal
among the groups in this contextual project.
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CHART 3
COMPOSITE SCORE
14G
PRETEST POSTTEST
MESLEY GROUPS
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of WG PRE to WG POST
at the ,04 level.
Significance
MEAN SCORE:
Upturn fronn 67.04 to 72,32 = +5.28 difference.
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CHART 4
ATTITUDE SCORE
Ul
o
u
z
c
UJ
AG
PRETEST POSTTEST
AT-LARGE GROUP
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of AG PRE to AG POST = No significance.
MEAN SCORE:
Downtown from 46.51 to 45.57 = -.94 difference.
CHART 5
BEHAUIOR SCORE
UJ
o
u
ui
r
UJ
30
29
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
A6
PRETEST POSTTEST
AT-LARGE GROIF
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of AG PRE to AG POST = No significance.
MEAN SCORE:
The 23.88 to 23.91 = +.03 difference
was interpreted as negligible.
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CHART 6
COMPOSITE SCORE
801
78
76
AT-LAR6E GROUP
� m
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of AG PRE to AG POST = No significance.
MEAN SCORE:
Downturn from 70.39 to 69.49 = -.90 difference.
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CHART 7
ATTITUDE SCORE
CO
PRETEST POSTTEST
CONGREGATION
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of CO PRE to CO POST = No significance.
MEAN SCORE:
Upturn from 45.53 to 46.38 = +.85 difference.
o
o
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CHART 8
BEHAUIOR SCORE
CO
PRETEST POSTTEST
CONGREGATION
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of CO PRE to CO POST = No significance.
MEAN SCORE:
Upturn from 23.66 to 24.37 = +.71 difference.
1 14
CHART 9
COhPOSlTE SCORE
78
76
74
72
70
68
66
64
62
60
�
PRETEST POSTTEST
_
C0NGRE6ATI0H
� CO
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL:
Relationship of CO PRE to CO POST = No significance.
MEAN SCORE:
Upturn fronn 69.19 to 70.75 = +1.56 difference.
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CHART 10
ATTITUDE SCORE
50
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40i
U6I UG2
� M6
? CO
^
A6I AG2
GROUPS
^ AG
COl C02
Note:
"1" = PRETEST
"2" = POSTTEST
CHART 11
BEHAUIOR SCORE
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CHART 12
COMPOSITE SCORES
^
W61 W62
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APPENDIX B
Log of Extraneous Influences
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Log of Extraneous Influences
These events occurred in the Liberty Wesleyan Church during the year
in which the contextual project was being conducted. Potentially, they were
factors which may have had a renewal influence upon the participants in
this project. These experiences were not part of the planned activities for
the Wesley Groups or the at-large group. No device was used to control
the possible influence such events may have had upon the outcome of the
project.
November 1986
�Fall Revival: Five persons received spiritual help at the church altar.
� "The Lord came" on the service: Many testimonies, followed by a
closing prayer with everyone gathered around the altar.
�High Attendance Day in Sunday school; a record "204" attending.
This record attendance caused this church to beat another
church in an attendance contest.
�A faithful member of the church died, Mrs. Betty James.
�Four new members were received into the church.
December 1986
�One adult was converted while he was in the intensive care unit at a
local hospital.
�Another adult was converted at his home.
February 1987
�A faithful member died, Mrs. Lois James. She had served for many
years as the secretary of the Board of Administration.
� "The Lord came" on the service: The spirit of God was at work and
four persons came to the altar for prayer.
March 1987
�Mrs. Virginia Simpson shared her testimony during the morning worship
service. She praised God for his grace during her year-long battle
with leukemia.
�Spring Revival: Five persons were converted during this week.
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May 1987
� A faithful member died, Mrs. Clara Strader. She was the wife of the
only living charter member of this church.
�Received nine new members into the church.
�Baptized eleven persons.
APPENDIX C
Questionnaire
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Appropriate Renewal Indicators
The process of constructing the questionnaire consisted of
(1) collecting a pool of statements that characterize spiritual
renewal, and
(2) selecting from that pool those statements that best describe
renewal in keeping with the nature of this project.
Nineteen characteristics of renewal were selected and are listed here.
The number preceding each characteristic corresponds to the number of
the related statement on the questionnaire.
These characteristics, or indicators, were selected because they were
mentioned often by several authorities representing a variety of theological
affiliations in the field of renewal. In keeping with the expressed needs
of the participating congregation, the indicators selected pertained primarily
to a Christian's devotional attitude and behavior and to a congregation's
relational and worship tone.
Renewal Indicators
S 7. Self-image
S 8. Private Prayer
S 9. Intercessory Prayer
S10. Bible Reading
S11. Personal Victory
SI 2. Fasting
SI 3. Personal Evangelism
SI 4. Financial Participation
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SI 5. Frequency of Worship
SI 6. Feeling Tone of Worship
SI 7. Effectiveness of Worship
SI 8. Corporate Prayer
SI 9. Praise of God
520. Holy Communion/The Lord's Supper
S21. Caring & Sharing
S22. Bible Study
S23. Lay Leadership
S24. Ministry Opportunities
S25. Church Mood: Survival or Growth
Sources of Renewal Indicators
Coleman, Robert E. Dry Bones Can Live Again.
Dunnam, Maxie. Alive in Christ.
Getz, Gene A. The Measure of a Church.
Harper, Steve. Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition.
�
. John Wesley's Message for Today.
Holmes, Urban T. Turning to Christ: A Theology of Renewal and
Evangelization.
Kelsey, Morton. Encounter with God.
Larsen, Earnest. Spiritual Renewal of the American Parish.
Lovelace, Richard F- Dynamics of Spiritual Life: An Evangelical Theology
of Renewal.
�
. Renewal as a Way of Life.
Raines, Robert A. New Life in the Church.
Schaller, Lyle. Activating the Passive Church: Diagnosis and Treatment.
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Snyder, Howard A. The Problem of Wineskins: Church Structure in a
Technological Age.
�
. The Radical Wesley & Patterns for Church Renewal.
Trueblood, Elton. The Company of the Committed.
�
. The Incendiary Fellowship.
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Letter from the Consultant
Puke |Snibergitg
November 12, 1985
The Reverend Forbis Kivett
Liberty Wesleyan Church
Route 1, Box 277
Summerfield, North Carolina 27358
Dear Mr. Kivett:
Thanks for sharing the copy of your survey instrument with me. You
have done a good job in designing this questionnaire. It should get the
type of data you need.
Cordially ,
Robert L. Wil son
Professor of Church and Society
RLW:cys
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CONGREGATIONAL CHRISTIAN LIFE
Questionnaire
I. D. //
[Piease check the items which best describe you]
_(Last four digits
"of Soc. Sec. No.)
1. AGE: J8 - 2U
25 3U
35 Ul*
Jt5 5k
55
_65 7H
75 Older
2. GENDER: Female Male
3. MARITAL STATUS: Married _Single
k. EACH AREA IN WHICH YOU ARE AN ELECTED OR APPOINTED LEADER
(such as, director, chairperson, teacher, president, vice-president,
secretary, treasurer, program chairperson, supervisor)
Bible Study ^Committee or Board
Missions
_
Music
_
Youth
Ushering _
OTHER:
Community service or crisis ministry
Evangelistic outreach
Finance or property
Men's or Women's Fellowship
5. AN ESTIMATE OF THE NUMBER OF YEARS you have attended this church.
^Less than 1 year (> 10 years
I 2 years 1 1 1 5 years
3 5 years More than 15 years
6. AN ESTIMATE OF THE NUMBER OF YEARS you have been a Christian.
(A Christian is to be understood: You asked 3esus to forgive your sins,
you received him by faith as your personal Lord and Savior, and you
have been serving him to the best of your ability.)
6_Less than 1 year
_1 2 years
3 5 years
10 years
11 15 years
More than 15 years
I am not a Christian yet.
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Page - 2
[Please circle the number that most nearly applies to you.]
7. I feel my spiritual condition is
J 2 3 z� 5
Weak or Empty About Half Strong or Full
8. I pray in my own private devotional time
J 2 3 If 5
Almost never Sometimes Once per week Once daily More than once daily
9. I pray for people (beyond those in my family) who have needs.
J 2 3 fi 5
Almost never Sometimes Once per week Once daily More than once daily
10. I read the Bible for my personal devotions and study.
J 2 3 k 5
Once a year Once a month Once a week Once daily More than once daily
II. I am able to win over temptations to sin and over frustrations and
difficulties in my Christian life.
J 2 3 ft 5
Almost never Half the time Always
12. 1 have "fasted" (given up a meal) in order to pray for a need.
J 2 3 5 5
Never Once Several times Many times Each week
1 3. I share with non-Christians what Christ means to me and encourage them to
receive Him as the satisfaction and peace for their hearts.
J 2 3 4 5
Never Once Several times Many times Weekly
14. As an expression of my gratitude to God, I give from my income to the church
J 2 3 4 5
About 1% About 5% Nearly 10% Full 10% More than 10%
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1 5. I attend worship services in this church
J 2 3
Twice each Twice each Once each
year quarter month
Once each Twice or more
week each week
16. As I attend worship services in this church, I feel
J 2 3 U_
Like an outsider;
I'm uneasy.
Like I belong;
I'm appreciated.
17. The worship services in this church put me in touch with God so that my
faith is refreshed and my commitment is strengthened.
J 2 3 k 5
Almost never Sometimes Once a month Once a week Every service
18. Our congregational prayer times are
J 2 3
Routine and dull Inspirational and
expectant
19. The church has a mood of gladness and praise to God.
J 2 3 it_
Almost never Always
20. My Christian faith is strengthened through "The Lord's Supper" (Communion).
I 2 3 4 5
Not at all Completely
21. This congregation has a sense of unity and caring, "bearing one another's burdens.'
I 2 3 � 5
Hardly ever All the time
22. My knowledge and understanding of the Bible have been helped through
my association with the people of this congregation.
12 3 4 5
Almost none Extremely much
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23. Programs to train adults as leaders in the Christian life and in the ability
to express their faith are provided (beyond Sunday School and mid-week
prayer service).
J 2 3 4 5
Never Every week
24. Opportunities for people to become involved in ministry as an expression
of their Christian witness are
12 3 4 5
Very limited;
A few people
do everything.
Almost unlimited;
New ways are
constantly being
created.
25. This congregation is
1 2
Satisfied as they
are; their best days
are in the past.
Eager to expand The
program and reach
new people; their bes
days are ahead.
Thank you.
APPENDIX D
Walking With Wesley
In
Spiritual Formation Groups
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Letter to the Selected Participants
of the Wesley Groups
HIGHWAY 156 EAST, ROUTE 1. BOX 277
SUMMERFIELD, NORTH CAROLINA 27358
Fofbis L. Kiven. Pastor Church Office
(919) M3-6968
Parsonage
(919) 643-4176
You may recall that during the past three Sundays it has been announced
that small groups were going to be gathered for an enriching adventure under
the theme, Walking With Wesley in Spiritual Formation. This letter is a follow-
up to those announcements.
You have been selected at random, along with seven other married
of your age range, to participate in one of the four groups. Your group will
meet twice each month, starting with this month of September and going through
next June. The meetings will last between one hour to one hour and a half.
The exact time of your meeting will be set by your group. The leader of your
group wili be
The nature of the meetings will be to experience together the way John
\X'esle\ went about nurturing spiritual growth among the Christians who had
come to know Christ under his ministry. Wesley has been recognized as a
person far ahead of his time because of his insightful, innovative and effective
approach. Your group will enjoy video presentations about the life and times
of John Wesley in the beginning meetings. All four groups will meet together
at least twice during these months: first, for a 'Christian love feast' as done
b> Wesley; second, for Holy Comnnunion, giving special emphasis to the 'means
of Grace' feature as Wesley did.
Prayer and sharing each person's 'story' will be parts of every meeting.
You will experience the special sense of 'belonging' and of 'being cared for'
within the group. A 'closer walk' with one another and with the Lord will be
part of the benefits of Walking With Wesley in Spiritual Formation.
Each person in the group should have experienced salvation through faith
in Christ. Also, each person should intend to be present at all of the meetings
if at all possible.
this is an excellent opportunity! I hope you can participate. I
will phone you by this weekend to talk with you about being a part of this new
venture in Christian living!
Cordially yours in Christ,
Forbis Kivett, Pastor
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WESLEY GROUPS MEETINGS
Annotated Outline
Meeting // Theme
//I .... Orientation: definition of spiritual formation and Wesley's band
model, covenant of the participants, first meeting as each of the
five groups left the assembly room for their room.
UNIT A
Meetings 2-6 (Total of five meetings)
Each meeting began with a thirty-minute video on a particular
facet of John Wesley's life or the early Methodist Movement.
U2 . . Video: "A Family Heritage" Narrator shares recollections
of the Wesley parents and grandparents, including their theological
heritage.
//3 . . . Video: "Formative Years" Presents major influences of Wesley's
childhood, his ministry in Georgia, and his Aldersgate experience.
Ifk ... Video: "The Revival" Explores Wesley's relationship with
George Whitefield, the early open-air preaching success, and the
beginnings of the societies and bands.
il5 . . Video: "Wesleyan Theology" Explains some teachings Wesley
wanted his people to accept, other teachings to avoid.
1K> ... Video: "The General Rules of the Societies: Presents the
rationale for the high expectations of Christian lifestyle for a
Methodist.
The video series, "Charles Wesley Remembers," was produced by Good
News Television, Atlanta, Georgia. Rental arrangements were made with
Wesley Press, P. O. Box 50434, Indianapolis, IN 46250-0434.
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in ... . "Love Feast" - All five Wesley Groups met together in the
church fellowship building. The love feast was defined as to its
Biblical basis, historical perspective, and use by Wesley. A single
loaf of bread was passed and a beverage was served. Sharing of
Christian testimonies, singing, and prayers were included.
UNIT B
Meetings 8 14 (Total of seven meetings)
Each meeting focused on a chapter in Steve Harper's book,
Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition. Each participant was
presented a personal copy of this book.
//8 . . . . Chapter 1 "John Wesley: Man of Devotion."
//9 . Chapter 2 "Constant Company with Christ." (Prayer) This
meeting began a study of what Wesley termed the "Instituted
Means of Grace."
//10 . Chapter 3 "The AU-Suff icient Word. (Scripture)
//ll ... Chapter 4 "Food for the Journey." (The Lord's Supper/
Communion)
#12 ... . Chapter 5 "Hunger for Righteousness." (Fasting)
#13 ... . Chapter 6 - "Life Together." (Christian conference/small groups
ministry)
#14 ... . Chapter 7 - "Into the World." This meeting focused on what
Wesley termed the "Prudential Means of Grace."
#15 ... . "Communion Service" The groups met separately for a Bible
study about communion and then they gathered together for the
communion service.
UNIT C
Meetings 16 19 (Total of four meetings)
Each meeting focused on matters of the Christian heart.
"Rules of the Band Societies." There was mutual sharing
related to Wesley's "starter questions."
Several relational activities and Wesley's starter questions
were used.
More relational activities and Wesley's starter questions were
used.
Wesley's definition of sin in the believer and his emphasis on
intention in the life of a Christian were discussed.
"Love Feast" Food consisted of fruit, cheese, bread, and
beverage. All five groups met together. They enjoyed an
enthusiastic time of sharing what the Wesley Group experience
had meant to them and what victories in their walk with Christ
they had experienced during the ten months. Prayer together
included special gratitude for the five group leaders.
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WALKING WITH WESLEY
IN SPIRITUAL FORMATION
First Meeting
L Assembly of ail Groups
A. Two Songs:
1. "The More We Get Together"
2. "Blest Be The Tie That Binds"
B. Prayer
C. Definition of "Spiritual Formation," or, "Where does 'Walking with Wesley'
fit in?"
"Spiritual Formation'' is growth in grace and in the knowledge of our
Lord 3esus Christ. It is the process by which the image of Christ is
formed in us. It has to do with the attitudes and activities that shape
one's Christian life.
D. The Importance of John Wesley's emphasis on Christian nurture through
groups.
1. Jesus' example of calling together the twelve: "And Jesus said unto
them, Follow me" (Matthew <t:l9).
2. The example of the Church immediately after the outpouring of the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost, Acts 2:42. Here fellowship was centered
in the Christian Faith.
3. Wesley's experience in places where no small nurture groups existed.
Wesley remarked after a visit to Pembrokshire where no nurture
groups were meeting: "the consequence is that nine out of the
ten once-awakened are now faster asleep than before."
4. As a proper response to God's initiative. The Wesleyan equation was:
"Grace plus response equals growth." Wesley taught that there are
five (5) instituted means or channels through which God conveys
his grace to believers. These were the normal ways that God used
to help the believer to grow in grace. These five were "instituted"
or ordained by Christ, namely, Prayer, Scripture, the Lord's St4>per,
Fasting, and Christian group Fellowship.
Using a variety of groups, Wesley saw several key elements
put into practice: nurture, study, encouragement, stewardship, witness
and service. All of these key elements were needed in the Christian
life and they were best developed through the group experience.
E. Wesley's Christian Fellowship Groups
Group Size Activity Focus
Society Entire congregation Preaching/Teaching Head
(often more than a hundred)
Class Twelve persons Society was Examination of Hands
divided into Classes according Christian living
to neighborhoods. Men/women,
adults/youths, saints/sinners.
Band Five ten persons. All were Full sharing or one's Heart
Christians; membership by own 'story' and con-
invitation; grouped by gender, fessing of needs.
marital status, and age.
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F. BAND Group (in Wesley's own words)
1. Origin:
"By the blessing of God upon their endeavors to help one another,
many found the pearl of great price. Being justified by faith, they
had 'peace with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ.' These felt a
more tender affection than before, to those who were partakers of
like precious faith; and hence arose such a confidence in each other,
that they poured out their souls into each other's bosom . . � These,
therefore, wanted some means of closer union; they wanted to pour
out their hearts without reserve. . . In compliance with their desire,
I divided them into smaller companies; putting the married or single
men, and married or single women, together."
[John Wesley's 'band' is a reminder that there are some things
in the spiritual life that men need to share with men and women
with women.]
2. Benefits:
"Great and many are the advantages which have ever since flowed
from this closer union of the believers with each other." Wesley
named some benefits as
.healed of faults
�victories won over temptations
� fortified in the most holy faith
�rejoicing in the Lord abundantly
�strengthened in love
� inspired to every good work
G. Participation Requirements
I. Invitation Persons are to be a Christian; married and currently living
with your spouse or single for a single's band. Persons
are selected at random and then invited to participate.
2. Interest Persons are to begin with and maintain a positive interest
in the content and activities of the group.
3. Intention Persons are to "covenant" with the members of your group
to be present at every meeting unless it is becomes
impossible to be at a meeting. There will be twenty (20)
meetings, usually two each month. Each meeting will last
between an hour to an hour and a half. Each group will
agree on its own meeting times.
0. Meeting of Separate Groups
A. Meet those in your group, including your leader.
B. Agree on a time and place for your regular meeting.
Day of the Week:
Hour of the Day
Place (the church is fine)
C. Conclude with a prayer together, specifically for God's blessings upon
your group and each member in it as you begin this adventure
in Christian fellowship!
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Walking With Wesley In Spiritual Formation
Second Meeting
Leader's Material
�Personal History Giving - "Four Questions"
History giving is the practice of simply sharing something of
ourselves: where we are coming from, what some of our past experiences
have been, and how we feel about some things in the present.
In some groups a deep level of mutual appreciation may be quickly
formed as individuals share some of the significant childhood memories
of their lives.
The four questions are listed below. Go around your group with
the first question before sharing the second question, and so on.
1. Where were you living between the ages of 7 and 12?
What were the winters like?
2. How did you heat your house during this time ?
3. What was the center of warmth in your life during this
time? (This can be a place in the house, a person,
or a time of year.)
U. When did God become a "warm" person to you and how
did it happen?
- Idea from Lyman Coleman's Search the Scriptures,
Serendipity House Publishers, Box 1012, Littleton,
Colorado 80160
�Hymn - - "Blest Be the Tie That Binds"
Blest be the tie that binds Our hearts in Christian love;
The fellowship of kindred minds Is like to that above.
We share our mutual woes. Our mutual burdens bear,
And often for each other flows The sympathizing tear.
When we asunder part. It gives us inward pain;
But we shall still be joined in heart And hope to meet again.
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WALKING WITH WESLEY
IN SPIRITUAL FORMATION
Seventh Meeting
Theme: "Love Feast"
L DEFINITION - Love Feast was a common meal eaten by early
Christians in connection with the Lord's supper to express and
deepen brotherly love. They probably connected the two because
of the closeness of the Last Supper of Jesus with his disciples
and the institution of the Lord's Supper or Communion (Mat
thew 26:17-30).
n. BIBLICAL BASIS The "feasts of charity" (agape) are mentioned
only once specifically in the New Testament, 3ude 12. There
the reference is made to persons who are blemishes on the
otherwise wholesome occasions of love feasts. However, the
mention of breaking bread as associated with, yet distinguished
from, the eating of a meal in Acts 20:7-1 1 indicates the practice
by the church at Troas. Also, the practice could have grown
out of the communal meals observed by the early Church in
Jerusalem (Acts 2:k2-i*l; k:35; 6:1).
m. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE - The love feasts were in use in the
early church until the middle of the fourth century at which time
the Church leaders prohibited them to be held in the churches.
This prohibition was based on abuses of the practice (I Corinth
ians 11:20-22, SS-S'f) and it seemed to be sacrilegious to have
the love feast near the time of Communion. However, later these
love feasts were revived, in all the purity and simplicity of the
early church, by the Moravians and the people called Methodists.
IV. METHODIST LOVE FEAST - Wesley wrote in his account of the
Methodist movement, "In order to increase in them a grateful sense
of all His mercies, I desired that, one evening in a quarter, . . .
both men and women [meet] together that we might 'eat bread,'
as the ancient Christians did, 'with gladness and singleness of
heart.' At these love feasts (so we termed them, retaining the
name, as well as the thing, which was in use from the beginning)
our food is only a little plain cake and water. But we seldom
return from them without being fed, not only with the 'meat
which perisheth,' but with 'that which endureth to everlasting life.'
�from Wesley's Works
V. GROUP ACnVFTY
�As the single loaf of bread is passed, serve yourself. Beverage
will be distributed also.
�As we share the common bread, share with the group what you
have been experiencing in the group meetings and what God is
doing in your life.
�The meeting will conclude with singing and prayer.
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WALKING WITH WESLEY
IN SPIRITUAL FORMATION
Twentieth Meetins
Theme: "Love Feast"
I. REVIEW THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF A LOVE FEAST
Meeting # 7 presents this infornnation. Briefly review it.
n. SHARING
� Together, thumb past each meeting's material. Note
the title and theme. The leader will ask if anyone is
missing any material and supply needed copies.
�What did you expect you were in for when you were asked
to participate?
� Uhat has been most meaningful to you:
learning about Wesley's life
studying the means of grace
times of prayer
sharing from my heart with others
dealing with my problems openly
^fun together
� My experience of opening up and sharing from my heart
in this group has been:
scary
^O. K., but
just what 1 needed
a real breakthrough
a good start but I want more
� Are there some things you have started doing as a result of
what you have discovered in Walking With Wesley?
UL PRAYER TOGETHER � Thanking God for this enriching experience
and His equipping grace!
IV. REFRESHMENTS AND FELLOWSHIPING
� ??*�?*
"It is most true, that the root of religion lies in the
heart, in the inmost soul; that this is the union of the
soul with God, the life of God in the soul of man. But
if this root be really in the heart, it cannot but put
forth branches [through] instances of outward obedience."
-Wesley's Works
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